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SECURITY CLASSIFICATI ON OP THIS PAGI(I~~ 0 .  L.Mrsd)

The armored cavalry platoon functions as the “eyes and ears” of the V

maneuver forces , performing reconnaissance missions involving the gathering
and reporting of tactical informa t ion about the enemy , terrain and the
friendly situation . However , an armored cavalry platoon must be prepared to
engage the enemy if the tactical situation demands. Tactical training for
armored cavalry units must therefore provide realistic practice for two major
combat functions; previous REALTRAIN applications emphasized only the engage-
ment function.

~~~~~lField research was carried out to develop and refine engagement simulation
techniques to support armored cavalry tactical. training. As a first step in *

this research program, exercise control procedures and rules of engagement
were developed by research personnel to support armored cavalry engagement V

simulation training. Weapon signature simulation techniques for armored
cavalry weapons for which simulation techniques did not exist were also
developed. These were tested in a series of field tests. These field tests *

were developmental in nature, rather than validations of a completed system.

1. Procedures designed to emphasize the reconnaissance functions of the V

armored cavalry platoon in ES exercises.

2. Procedures for incorporating feedback on reconnaissance performance
into the After Action Review conducted following each exercise.

3. Controller procedures and the exercise control system, and V

4. The effectiveness of the weapons effects and signature simulators
for armored cavalry weapons.

Noteworthy is the fact that these tests were the first time in engagement V

simulation training exercises that an indirect fire weapon—in this case, the
4.2 inch (lO7mn) mortar——was incorporated physically into exercise pla 

•

The tests allowed research personnel to observe their developmental\
product in the hands of a representative user on two occasions. Researckers’
observations, wherever possible buttressed by objective data, were used t’

~
ref m e  the developmental product. The Training Circular which comprises t’jie
major portion of this report s~~he visible product of this research.
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FOREWORD

Learning tactical skills on the battlefield is costly; learning
tactical skills short of a real. combat environment is difficult. Yet
this is precisely the Army’s training mission —— the training of troops j.

V

in tactical skills and the constant improvement of the effectiveness and
efficiency of that training .

In 1971 the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences (AR!) with TRADOC ini tiated research which led to development
of I tactical training method now known as tactical engagement simula-
tion training. Two tactical engagement simulation training techniques
have been implemented Army-wide: SCOPES (Squad Combat Operations
Exercises (Simulation)) for infantry squad training and REALTRAIN for
armor , anti—armor and combined arms training.

Engagement simulat ion training was designed to require the same
tactical behaviors as combat. Embodied in the REALTRAIN model are a
number of learning principles which have again been demonstrated to be
important for effective training. Probably most important is that the
competitive nature of REALTRAIN exercises provides the motivation to V

learn, an element of ten lacking in Army training.

The potential of engagement simulation training has been demon-
strated . For this potential to be realized fully, further research has
been required to refine current engagement simulation training tech—

• niques to make them more effective and to extend these techniques to
other areas of application . This document describes research conducted V

V to develop tactical engagement simulat ion training techniques for
V armored cavalry units and presents, as a useful research product, a
• draft training circular for armored cavalry units written on the basis

V of the field research.

This research was part of a larger research program which is re—
V sponsive to the requirements of RDT&E Project 2Q763743A773 and the V

TRADOC System Manager for Tactical Engagement Simulation of the US Army
Training Support Center , Fort Eustis , Virginia.

This document is the first in a new AR ! series designated as
Research Products. These are intended to be tangible, user—oriented
documents or other tools which are prepared for operational use in the
Army. Other Research Products produced under the same contract as the
present one include RP 79—2, “Improved Tactical Engagement Simulation
Training Techniques: Two Training Programs for the Conduct of After
Action Reviews”, and RP 19—3, “Tactical Engagement Simulation Training
Techniques: Indirect Fire Simulation Procedures.”

PH ZEIDNER
Technical Director V
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‘ V  ___________

PREFACE

Armored cavalry units differ in cer tain very important aspects from

other combat arms units. These differences necessitated a research V

program, including a series of field tests, to develop appropriate V

modifications to basic engagement simulation techniques to meet the

unique performance requirements of armored cavalry platoons.

The armored cavalry platoon is the smallest combined arms team in

the US Army. Each regimental platoon is composed of the platoon leader ,

two scout sections, a light armor section, a rifle squad and a mortar

squad. It is a mechanized unit, with all elements mounted on tracked or

wheeled vehicles. The size of the armored cavalry platoon —— in terms

of the number of vehicles and men involved —- places especially heavy
demands on the platoon leader’s capacity to control and coordinate his

unit’s activities. The variety of vehicles and the number of different

MOSs further complicates his job.

The armored cavalry platoon differs from other units in the nature 
V

of the missions for which it is responsible. The armored cavalry functions

as the “eyes and ears” of the maneuver forces, performing reconnaissance

missions involving the gathering and reporting of tactical information

about the enemy, terrain and the friendly situation. Reconnaissance is

their primary function rather than engagement of the enemy. However, an

armored cavalry platoon must be prepared to engage the enemy if the

tactical situation demands; members of the platoon must be able to

respond effectively if the enemy takes th.m under fire or they are

ordered to attack. Tactical training for armored cavalry units must
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therefore provide realistic practice for two major combat functions ;

previous R EALTRAIN applications emphasized only the engagement function .

Armored cavalry units typically work under conditions of uncertainty

as to enemy location and intent. Their reconnaissance function is designed

to reduce this uncertainty. Reconnaissance activities are often carried

out at greater ranges than combat engagements. The exercise control V

system for armored cavalry engagement simulation therefore had to be

modified to permit exercise controllers to report targets detected (and

fired upon) by estimated location (no t by REALTRAIN nianbers) when the
4.

REALTRAIN numbers were not visible.

Field research was carried out to develop and refine engagement

simulation techniques to support armored cavalry tactical training. As
I

a first step in this research program, exercise control procedures and

rules of engagement were developed by research personnel to support

armored cavalry engagement simulation training Weapon signature simulation

• techniques for armored cavalry weapons for which simulation techniques

V did not exist were also developed. These were tested in a series of field

tests. These field tests were developmental in nature, rather than

validations of a completed system. V

~lrst, small scale , exploratory tests were run to examine draft con-

tro l proc dures, new rules of engagement and new weapon signature simulation

procedures for armored cavalry weapons.

Two larger field tests conducted at Ft Bliss, TX , in May and November. 
V

1977, involved the conduct of engagement simulation exercises for the
V tactical training of a complete armored cavalry platoon. Both tests had

as their primary objectives to examine critically:

2 V
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___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1. Procedures designed to phasiz. the reconnaissance functions

of th. armored cavalry platoon in ES exercises. 
V

V V 2. Procedures for incorporating feedback on reconnaissance

F performance into the After Action Review conducted following each exercise ,

3. Controller procedures and the exercise control system, and

4. The effectiveness of the weapons effects and signature

• 
V simulators for armored cavalry weapons.

During the first test conducted at Ft Bliss, TX, six days of engagement ~~VT~

simulation exercises were run. Each exercise pitted an armored cavalry

platoon against another armored cavalry platoon. Exercise missions were

selected from the Army Training and Evaluation Program for Armored

Cavalry Squadron and Armored Cavalry Troop (ARTEP 17-55). Th. missions

selected were intended to emphasize the cavalry’s reconnaissance function.

The resu l ts of this test showed that the number of reconnaissance reports

made duri ng th. test exercises was too low, given the reconnaissance

missions assigned the par ticipati ng platoons. It was concluded tha t one

of the strengths of tac tical engagemen t simulation training —— the
V competitive spirit engendered by two—sided , free—play exercises with

credible casualty assessment —— worked against effective reconnaissance
reporting; that is, participating troops would rather “shoot it” then
“report it.” This result strongly indicated the need to develop control

procedures which would require more complete and accurate reconnaissance

reporting. The results also indicated that there was a need to refine

procedures for integrating information on reconnaissance and reporting

V performance with casualty information into the After Action Review (AAR)

following the completion of each exercise . There was indication that,

3
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while exercise proce dures in general worked well , refined procedures had
to b. worked out for idsntifyj~g target vehicles by map coordinates
rather than REALTRVAIN nabers becaus. of the longer distance. involved.

Noteworthy is th. fact that this test was the first tim. in engagement

simulati on traini ng exerc ises that an indirect fire weapon —— in this
case , th e 4.2 inch (l07m.) mor tar —— was incorporate d physical ly into
ex*rct., play.

The second field test was directed at the evaluation of r.fined
armored cavalry REALTRAIN engagement simulation training techniques.

The test program consisted of six free—play exercises , each involving an
armored cavalry platoon and a plat oon—sized combined arms opposition V

force . For thi s test only one side was a caval ry platoon ; the opposition
was a combined arms team .

In order to force the armored cavalry platoon to concent rate on the
reconnaissance and reporting function, missions assigned to the opposing
forces in the first few exercises minimized direct contract. More 

V

conventional, •nIa$ ent—producing, combined arms missions were given to F

V 

the opposing forces in later exercises. In additio n , objec ts with
intelligenc, value were prepositioned at known locations on the training V

lane to encourag, reporting and to aid in establishing unit locations
for control purpos.a as an exercise unfolded. In this instance it may 

V

be seen that the nature of the orders given to each side and the use of
V “plants” helped meet a sp .cific training objective : increased reconnaissance

reporting.

V During the series of test exercise., another technique was employed
to further insur. adequate reporting by th. armored cavalry platoon.

• This ‘technique was a “weapons hold” —— a tactical coemand and control

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ______
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status under which a player element could not fire on a target without

permission of the Senior Controller (usually instituted in combat to V

prevent premature position disclosure). Its use for training was not V

felt to affect exercise realism. Under this condition, vehicle coemanders

reported information concerning the enemy, along with requests for

release from the weapons hold . They used their repor ts to substantiate

their need to fire. Thus, weapons hold status appeared to elicit

reconnaissance activity; permission to fire became a reward for building

a credible reconnaissance record.

This test also provided an opportunity to try out refined controller

procedures and the exercise control system required to support armored

cavalry REALTRAIN exercises. Observers felt that procedures used during

r this test worked well and that their utility was verified. 
V

V 

The tests described here allowed research personnel to observe

V their developmental product in the hands of a representative user on two

occasions. Researchers’ observations, wherever possible buttressed by

V objective data , were used to refine the developmental product. The

Training Circular which comprises the major portion of this report is
V the visible product of this research.
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REALTRAIN FOR ARMORED CAVALRY

1. Introduct Ion

In war, armored cavalry units must maximize their sparse but highly mobile and hard-
hitting resources to accomplish the traditional missions of reconnaissance, screening and
economy-of-force. In peacetime, armored cavalry units have the difficult task of training

V soldiers with a wide assortment of skills: scouts, tankers, infantrymen, mortar and anti-
V tank missile crewmen, into a team capable of successfully accomplishing these myriad

combat missions.

REALTRAIN gives the armored cavalry commander an effective method of training
his soldiers under conditions as close to combat as possible. By judicious selection of missions,
force ratios and terrain , the commander can use REALTRAIN to emphasize the subjects he

V feels his unit needs most work on , whether it be reconnaissance techniques, long range target
engagements, use of indirect fire or combined arms tactics. Small unit leaders learn and refIne
command and control procedures over dispersed elements. Track commanders and drivers
practice movement techniques that minimize detection. All troopers learn to work together.

V All this learn ing occurs in the face of a very realistic opposing force whose activities are not
programmed and cannot be predicted and yet who can directly and violently affect the unit’s

V 

success or failure in its mission. After the mission is ended , the leaders and the troops analyze
for themselves why they did or did not succeed in their.mission and thus reinforce their own
learning and learn from each others actions. No other training method has proved as SUCCeSS-
ful in driving home teaching points, developing team coordination and motivating the soldiers.

If it is to be effective , REALTRVAIN requires a substantial investment in time, effort ,
and resources. Additional equipment such as radios, telescopes, pyrotechnics must be drawn
from sources outside the troop. Controllers must be trained—which means more men and
more time. These requirements should not be viewed as reasons to avoid REALTR.AIN.

V Experience has proven that the controllers learn at least as much as the participants in a
V REALTRAI N exercise. Procuring the additional equipment is excellent training for the

supply sections. Extensive use of radios makes sure they are in top condition . The mainte-
nance sections learn to work under pressure of near-combat deadlines. In short, the unit that

V has become proficient in preparing to conduct REALTRAIN training will find that it is also
proficient in preparing for real combat.

7
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REALTRAIN for armored cavalry is a modification of the combined arms pr~~ d~~~found in TC 71-S. The rest of this it will explain inV dVetail the steps in preparing for and con-
ducting the exercise. 

V

• Chapter 2 covers pre-exercise activities, including planning, preparation
and preliminary training.

• Chapter 3 gives the steps in the conduct of the actual field exercise from
the issuance of OPORD~ to the termination of the battle.

• Chapter 4 provides more detail on the responsibilities and actiom of the
controllers.

• Chapter 5 descrIbes what happens after the battle, i.e., the controller ~IV ~

debrief and 
V
the After-Action Review.

V 

V

.
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1-1 . The Need for Special Armored Cavalry Training Procedures V

Armored cavalry REALTRAIN procedures must be applied to a wider variety of unit
performances than those that focus on engaging and destroying the enemy. The main purpose
of this training circular is to spell out In detail the more extensive procedures that REALTRAIN
for armored cavalry requires, due to the following factors :

• Armored cavalry reconnaissance and security missions place special emphasis
on tactical reporting through the chain of command. The information reported
is quite often more Important to higher commands than casualties inflicted.
Thus, cavalry missions do not always lead to casualty-producing engagements
typical of other types of ground combat units. V

• The armored cavalry platoon is a self-contained arms force, Including scouts,
Infantry, armor, anti-armor elements, and an organic indirect fire capability.
Often, elements will be widely dispersed. The need to employ its different
weapons, its maneuverability, and the dispersed nature of Its operations all
place heavy demands on the capacity of all cavalry leaders to control and
coordinate unit actions.

• Many armored cavaluy task assignments require the unit to operate under
conditions of great uncertainty as to enemy location and intentions, so
that if and when contact is made, the unit must react rapidly and wisely.

1-2. Armored Cavalry REALTRAIN Application

a. Armored cavalry REALTRAIN Integra tes existing infantry , armor, anti-armor and V
combined arms engagement simulation techniques with the procedures required to train units
to carry ou’ armored cavalry reconnaissance functions . Integration of the armored cavalry
reconnaissance and security functions with the simulation of weapons engagements is accom-
plished through a REALTR.AIN control system which Includes :

V • A senior controller for each of the opposing forces.

• individual controllers for each tactical element.

• Indirect fire markers.

• A Net Control Station (NCS).

? 1
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b. Armored cavalry REALTRAIN exercises axe jointly supervised by two senior
controllers—one per side. (One of these Is designated as the exercise controller, with respon-
sibility for overall supervision.) Each senior controller plays the higher headquarters of each V

side.

Senior controllers brief opposing force commanders on their mission assignments prior
to an exercise. Then, senior controllers monitor the conduct of the exercise to insure that V

REALTRAIN procedures are followed, that safety standards are adhered to, and that tactical
actions are consistent with training objectives. Exercises must be planned so that cavalry ele-
ments have a full opportunity to perform reconnaissance and security missions and to make
reports. Troops like to mix it up In head-to-head engagements. As a part of the overall training
program, senior controllers must be prepared to intervene as needed to insure that reconnaissance
and reporting actions are fully covered.

c. The structure of a typical REALTRAIN training organization for armored cavalry
is shown in Flgur elon the next page.

A controller rides on every vehicle. Controllers ase linked with each other and with the
Net Control Station (NCS) by a separate controller radio net. During an engagement, a hit is
reported by the controller with the firer over the radio to the controller with the target. The
target controller assesses the damage in keeping with his rules of engagement and confirms target
damage to the NCS, where the outcome is logged on a Casualty Record Sheet. When a tactical
element is brought under indirect fire, the controller with that element also assesses effects and
reports casualties or damage to the Net Control Station.

Normally, senior controllers monitor the control net, but do not tranemit. However, if
things go awry, they may intervene to:

V • make sure that tactical elements acquire and report
V information required by their orders and/or unit SOP.

• put into effect or maIntain a “weapons” hold status to stress
scouting and reporting.

• correct failures to confirm target hits in a timely manner.

• help controllers identify target REALTRAIN numbers at
extreme ranges or under conditions of pv’r visibility.
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FIGURE )

Schematic for Platoons, Platoon Elements,V Controller Net and Net Control Station

Brown Force Green Force
V 

Elements of Brown Force Elements of Green Force 
V

and Brown Force Controllers and Greei~ Force Controllers

Ilvi V I I •—°

SCI PLB I  PLG SC2

V L 1 V 3 V3E ~~~~
_i

Etc. Etc.

V 

_ _

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Net Control 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

V 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Station V

_ _ _ _  = Controllers

I 1 = Participating Players

PLB,G Platoon Leaders, Brown and Green Forces

SC1,2 — Senior Controllers with Brown and Green Forces

Lines represent the control net. They provide two-way communications between controllers
V on each side, and to controllers with opposing forces. The separate radio net which Is used by

the indirec t fire simulation team is not shown in this simplified diagram.
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There is a general and continuous need for alert and timely action by all controllers to V

keep REALTRAIN exercises realistic, and to insure that training A~lJy meets its objectives.

d. Opposing force commanders receive reports from their tactical elements over
their Internal tactical nets. Reports should be relayed by the two commanders to their next
higher echelons of command , over their respective command nets. Reports are recorded either
by the senior controllers or by a Tactical Operation Center (TOC), if present, for later use
during the After-Action Review (AAR) (see paragraph “r ’ below).

e. Following each tactical exercise, controllers arc assembled by the exercise con-
froll er toy a controller debrief. The exercise controller conducts a debrief to complete )ij~~ V

understanding of the exercise and to correct the chronological record of events as recorded
f~om the control and tactical radio nets. The controller debrief also permits controllers to :V
identify instances of good or poor unit/leader performance.

f. The senior exercise controller guides the After-Action Review (AAR). Exercise V

events are reviewed in the order in which they happened. The significance of key reporting
and weapons engagements is brought out by having individual soldiers describe how they
detected the enemy and what they did with the information. They describe how they were

V able to engage and destroy targets. Soldiers who were detected and engaged describe what V

they might have done differently to avoid being seen or hit. As the flow of exercise events
is reviewed, key reporting and weapons engagements and other tactical behaviors are discussed.
This discussion lets participants see how the battle developed and how their actions contributed
to unif accomplishment,.

Senior controllers should make brief notes about unit tactics employed. These
notes may be jotted on 3 x 5 cards by the senior controller or an assistant during
the exercise. Afterward, these cards can be sorted rapidly. Observations that are

V supported by NCS records or information from controllers can be selected to
highlight critical turning points during the battle.

V 

(~~ ful planning and preparations are required to conduct REALTRAIN well.
A well-thought-out training program should guide all activities. Armored cavalry REALTRAIN
also requires adequate matenal support: controllers, equipment, and training ammunition.
When conducted properly. REALTRAIN tactical training Is an extremely valuable and effective
training method .



1-3. An Oveiview of Preparation for and Conduct of
Armored Cavalry Tactical Collective Training
Using REALTRAIN Metho le

a. Careful pla nning, thorough prep ara tion and effective execution are critical
to success in combat. They are just as Important for tactical training using engagement V

simulation. Trainees and soldiers will only get out of tactical engagement simulation
training what you put Into it.

b. This section should help training manager, and units get the most out of armoredcavalry tactical training. First, general guides as to how best to go about conducting armoredcavalry tactical engagement simulation training are reviewed. Described next are steps to befoUowed during p lanning, prepar ation, and execution of armored cavalry REALTRAIN
exercises.

1-3-1 Plann ing

a. Establish training objectives. Consider the structure and character of the armored V V

cavalry plato on In setting up training objectives. It Is the smallest combined arm s force In the
Army. As such, control require s coordination of elemen ts with dIfferent capabilities. Its basicmissions involve reconnaissance and security. It may fight to get information , but more oftenthan not, it will try to avoid becoming decisively engaged. It follows that two training objectiveswhich should be included in the planning of any REALTRAIN exercise are (1) complete and V

accurate reporting of information obtained by reconnaIssance, and (2) effective command andcontrol of the different organIc platoon elements.

The mission or missions selected for REALTRAIN training exercises should reflect
the unit’s training status and special circumstances. Don’t overestimate the unit’s state of readi-ness. It is better to be conservative and plan for overtrajn ing than to be overly optimistic andstart the unit at a point beyond their capabilities. Major and intermediate objectives should berealistic, based on the time and assets availabl e ; they should be stated in “do-able” terms
(e.g., as an intermediate objective, vehicle commander, should be able to call for indirect fireV 

by map coordinates). 
V

V b. ~~ucture training. Time available for training 1~ limited. Use it wisely and effici-ently. Spend some time structuring a meaningful trai nlngprogr am, whether you’re going to run
V two exercises or ten. Listed below are a few pointers that should help. These are supplemented

in Annex G to this chapter, which includes a sample training program.

V 
I
~~~~~~VJ
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V

c. Leave sufficient Lead time for getting necessary resources. It takes material and
personnel resources to conduct effective REALTRAIN exercises. Try to select terrain that will VV 

help meet training objectives; don’t accept just any terrain because it’s available. For example, V

open flat terrain leads naturally to early engagemen t at long ranges and , thus, defeats the de-
velopment of reconnaissance and reporting skills. On the other hand, using terrain which V
permits long-range engagements in later exercises encourages troops to learn what It means to
take the enemy under fire at maximum range—but not beyond it! You must also acquire
controller personnel to support the exercises. If controllers must be obtained from another
unit, a big selling point to other commanders is that men serving as controllers also gain sig-
nificant tactical experience; this has been demonstrated by years of experience with REAL-

V TRAIN. The checklists found in the following section will help to make sure that no Important
resource requiremen~ “slip through the cracks.” In sum, terrain, controllers and equipment 

Vmust be selected and requirements integrated in a schedule to accomplish training objectives.

1-3-2. PreparatIon

Preparation cover, activities starting with the writing and dissemination of the trainingplan and ends when the first exercise is conducted. Getting training ammunition and lining uptactical radios will take time—allow enough time for preparations. Checklists coveting prepara-
tion activities that must be carried out just before field training beans are shown In a latersection.

1-3-3. Execut Ion

In execution of exercises, senior controllers can fully exploit the train ing value ofREALTRAIN by keeping the following thoughts in mind:

• Starr simply. For example , scout sections may be match ed against
other elements of the same platoon and practiced in reporting enemy
sightings. Meanwhile, armor and anti-armor elements may be given V

training in use of terrain to provide long fields of observation, and for
cover/concealment. Throughout, terrain and road nets may be selected
so as to vary the difficulty of reconnaissance and of using cover and
concealment during movement and at halts. Later, the full platoon
may go up against a similar platoon. Start small with relatively easy
missions and build up to larger, more complex exercises.

-- - -
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• Lasve time for reme Sal training. As a result of the first few exercises,
you will see collective tasks that are being poorly performed. For
example, you may note that unit SOP for situation reporting Is not
being followed. Some review and practice could Improve this situation.
Informa l remedial training in the field , which can be accomplished in
an hour or so, will provide men a chance to practice these tasks properly.
In later exercises, they will then be able to employ these skills correctly.

• .V. Employ special techniques to Insure that actions that occur follow f r om
training obj ectives. In a two-sided , free-play REALTRAIN exercise,
certain training objectives may not be met because the required skills
are not called for as a result of the way the battle unfolds. Armored
cavalry tmops may engage the enemy at the expense of reconnaissance
and reporting. Here, a selective “weapons hold” technique, where the
senior controller will not permit the firing of direct and/or Indirect fire
weapons until he feels participants have provided sufficient reports, is
effective.

V 1-34. Bemmary: REALTRA1N Benefits

V The rest of this Training Circular tells how to conduct effective armored cavalry tactical
training using REALTRAIN techniques. Throughout execution, three Important features of V 

V

REALTRAIN should be emphasized:

• REALTRAIN provides an unparalleled learning opportunity for 
V

V tactical units. Commanders and training managers should make
V the most of this opportunity . Personnel enj oy this type of train- J

ing; they are motivated to learn (which is not always the case
V with other methods). Take advantage of this.

• REALTRAIN exercises and the subsequent After Action Review
provide the commander and training manager with an excellent

V opportunity to diaga ass a unit ’s tactical proficiency. Careful V

attention to what goes on during an exercise and to what comes 
V

out during the course of an AAR will clearly show areas requiring 
V

V remedial training. If sufficient time has been provided In training V

programs for remedial training, deficiencies can be eliminated
V quickly in the field. Then, later exercises can be used to Insure

that these skills have been mastered.

V L~J
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• REALTRAIN, including the After Adios Review, also provides
the men with dhect awaiseese of whies they ase *oas d wlisss
waskea lisdMduslsasd as .o.bst teamg. Y~~~~~ 

V

hare thins ahost their pasfoemsase. They e th remu s as they
hy loosely oat their tu lsa and misions. This is milivatbig In the
best esmi of th weed, bsc~~~ I~~~ J of uily-*yeag to_St
semi p.s-eat stasei ds, the whole uslt V iMt to do ~~stssr” thin
It did before. Tim ers and commanders will find men much more• xscsptlve to r*’~ ”i,,, and to coaching on how to do bitter.
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2. - Detailed Instructions on How to Conduct V

Armored Cavalry REALTRAIN V

Detailed instructions for conduct of REALTRAIN exercises are provided in three
phases:

Phase I: Pie-Exercise (this has been described in general terms in
Section 1-2)

Phase II: Execution of Tactical Exercise(s) V

Phase III: Post-Exercise

Further sub-phases are identified to help translate guidance into specific tasks. In view
of the number of these tasks, delegate responsibilities to unit cadre.

2-1. Phase I-Pie-Exercise Acthitles

V This phase includes tasks that must be performed before the first full-scale tactical
exercise is conducted. This phase can be further subdivided into planning, preparation, and
pie-exercise training sub-phases.

2-1-1. Planning

For armored cavalry REALTRAIN tactical field exercises, this process must start well
in advance of the date training is scheduled to start. Here, training managers must: V

V 
( 1) Select major and intermediate objectives and organize them into a

V 

sequential training program. V

(2) Select participating tactical elements/units for the exercises.

(3) Select pairs of missions for the units for each exercise.
(4) Select training lanes for each exercise.
(5) Prepare OPORDs (scenarios) for each exercise.
(6) Determine logistic, administrative support requirements.
(7) Develop daily activity time schedules.

(8) Coordinate logistic, administrative and routine support requirements.

j
~

- - ~~~~~~~~~



VT

a. The planning process starts with the selection of major and intermediate training
objectives. Section 1.2 of this TC gives general guidance for planning engagement simulation
exercises. Annex G shows a prototype plan. The training objectives should be based on the
training requirements identified and described by the commander and his staff. ARTEP 17-55 

V

and FM 17-2, which outline the basic missions that a combat-ready armored cavalry unit should
be able to perform, can be used asaguide in defining training objectives. Mijor and Intermedi-
ate training objectives should be selected for both of the opposing forces.

_ _  

LDe’Igi’~tlon of Forces
1’

This TC uses the terminology of Green versus Brown (the two colon V

of the REALTRAIN numbered helmet covers) to refer to the two units
which are being trained. •

V 

-

b. A REALTRAIN-based training program within an armored cavalry troop will normal-
ly begin with squads or sections opposing one another , and build up to more complex and extended
missions with larger forces. A series of what are called “mini~exercises” involving only a few elements,
train sub-units to perform basic collective tasks suitabLe to their specific mission roles. Scout sec-
tions learn to “sneak and peek” and report, light armor sections learn to coordinate overwatching
movements, etc. Through practice, the operation of the REALTRAIN control system becomes V

more efficient. Controllers practice how to communicate effectively , how to use the signature
simulators, and to follow the rules. Senior controllers learn to keep track of the action, to sup-
port their maneuver controllers, and to conduct controller debriefs and After-Action Reviews.
The tr oops also get used to REALTRAIN procedures while they’re learning basic tactical skills. VV 

After several mini-exercises, training at the platoon level will work smoothly.

A technique for stretching available assets to simulate greatly unbalanced
force ratios involves stretching one armored cavalry platoon across a wide V
front , while concentrating the combat power of another platoon (or V

V OPFOR CA team) at a very narrow point. Obviously , this technique re- V

quires surprise and hence the OPORDs (scenarios) must be distributed 
V

on a very limited need- to-know basis.

c. The missions selected for each tactical exercise from the ARTEP or FM should
permit accomplishment of the training objectives defined earlier. For example, if a major
training requirement involves a platoon’s ability to move quickly and in a coordinated man-
ner over covered and concealed routes, an area reconnaissance mission to an area several
kilometers away might be assigned. Its opposing unit may need training in effective coordina-
tion between moving and overwatching elements. Thu s, the opposing force might be given a

~~ ___  - - - - — —
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mission to act as a screening unit on a movement to contact mission for a larger force , on an
axis of advance which will intersect the route of movement of the units with the area recon-
naissance mission.

d. The specific terrain (training lanes) selected within the available training area for
each of the tactical exercises can also affect the degree to which the training objectives are
achieved. Less than ideal terrain is often encountered in combat; therefore , virtually any
training area can be used for armored cavalr y REALTRAIN tactical exercises. New situations V

within the same training lanes can be created by adjusting boundaries, or by changing the
direction of maneuver, so as to avoid using the same ground In the same way repeatedly. V

/
.

e. Standard five-paragraph operations orders (OPORD ) should be prepared for both
the sides for each exercise . Each opposing force commander then must develop his tactical
plans for mission accornplisiunent form the information provided in the OPORDs. The
OPORDs, by constraining the tactical commanders’ plans, can help assure that training meets
stated training objectives. OPORDs must reflect resources available , and they must be adapted
to terrain to be used. General background situations as outlined for each of the armored cavalry
missions delineated in ARTEP 17-55 or How to Fight manuals can be used as a guide when pre-
paring OPORDs.

Factors Influencing Effectiveness of an Armored V

Cavalty REALTRAIN Training Program

• The missions selected for each force .

• The nature of the terrain selected for maneuvers.

• The general and specific instructions (OPORDs) given the unit
commander of each side.

~ The total amount of REALTRA IN training given (i.e., the number
of REALTRAIN exercises, and remedial training given).

• The sequence of (progressively more complex) engagements
chosen.

f. Activity -by-time schedules should be developed for each day that the armored
V cavalry unit will be In the field. Pre-exercise training is normally given in the field. A detailed

daily schedule, which includes both Pie-exercise and exercise training, must be developed. For
an armored cavalry unit Inexperienced In engagement simulation training, f amiliarization rraln-
Ing will normally require a few days. In the detailed schedule prepared for each day, the same

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~



general sequence of events will occur as each exercise is executed. The schedule should allocate
sufficient time for the tactical exercises and leave some time for remedial training. See Figure 5 V

for; typical pie-exercise training schedule. See Figure 7 for a typical tactical exercise activity —

schedule.

2-1-2. Equipment and Other Support Requirements

a. Support required for the conduct of REALTRAIN training falls into three main
categories:

• Individual soldier and vehicle equipment;

• Radios for the control system; and V•S V

• Training ammunition and pyrotechnics.

Because of the distances over which transmissions may need to be made , armored cavalry
V REALTRAIN places a special premium on having well-maintained radios. All controllers should V 

V

have their own 1:50,000 maps, for accurate position location for tsctical elements, and to
effectively exercise control. Armored cavalry units will require some non4tandard optical aids
and weapons signature simulation devices, which are described in Annex F. These can be fabri-
cated (with the help of the local TASO). Finally, since acquisition and reporting of information
is so crucial in many armored cavalry missions, each element commander should be provided a
training aid kit consisting of (1) samples of properly formatted reports of the types to be used,
and (3) a ”fjll-in-the-blanks” sheet on which essential report elements can be jotted down and y

V

organized prior to transmission by radio.

(1 ) The exact requirement for REALTRAIN equipment will depend upon the number
and type of combat vehicles/tactical elements involved in an exercise. REALTRA IN equipment
is available at regimental level, or can be obtained from a TASO. It includes:

• Panel numbers for each type of combat vehicle;

• Helmet cover numbers for parti cipating soldiers;

• Controller optics for most weapons; and

• Special communications kits for combat vehicles such as the
Sheridan and the M60 tank.
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The local TASO or prior users of REALTRAIN can help in determining equipment requirements ,
based on the number and type of combat vehicles and weapons , and the number of soldiers to V
be involved in the training. See also, Annex F . Armored Cavalry Combat Vehicles and Weapon
Systems. L

(2) The requirement for control system radios depends upon t~~ number of controllers,
which In turn depends upon the composition of the forces involved in the armored cavalry
REALTRAIN exercises. The specif ic requirements outlined in Figure 2 permit the training
manager to define the control system ’s total radio requirements from the co~nposition of
the opposing forces. Provisions should be made for spare radios to replace any that ntalfunc-
tions, and for sufficient spare batteries for the AN/PRC-77 radios.

(3) The basic load of training ammunition should be issued for each combat vehicle/
weapon system prior to each exercise. Generally , not all of the basic ammunition load will be
used during an exercise. At the end of an exercise, the unused training ammunition should be
collected and reissued as a part of the basic load for the next exercise.

b. As with any type of tactical field training, the timely and effective coordination
V of logistic, administrative and routine support requirements is essential. Once requirements

have been determined, those providing the support must be made aware of what will be required,
when, where, and under what conditions. REALTRAI N equipment, training ammunition and
control system radios are required for engagement simulation training. Other support require-
ments such as fu eling, food , troop transportation , etc., must be coordinated. V

2-2. Preparation

Preparation includes those tasks that should be accomplished before units move to the
field to begin REALT RAIN training. Such tasks include :

( I )  Drawing REALT RAIN equipme nt.
(2) Drawing training ammunition.

V (3) Selecting personnel who will serve as controllers, senior controllers,
and fire marker s.

(4) Checking combat crews’/teams’ assignments.
(5)  Occupying the base camp area.*
(6) Establishing a base camp in the training area.

Optlonal; see paragraph 2.2(s).

V 

.
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FIGURE 2
CONTROLLER AND CONTROL SYSTEM 

V 
V

RADIO REQUIREMENT

Tactical Element Number Controllers Required Control System Radio Requirements

Command Section 1 per combat vehicle I AN/PRC -77 per combat vehicle

Scout Section 1 per combat vehicle I AN/PRC-77 per combat vehicle

Armor Section 1 per Sheridan I AN/PRC-77 per vehicle
____________  

I per M60 Tank I REALTRA IN commo kit per vehicle

TOW Section 1 per weap on I AN/PRC -77 per weapon

Infantry Section 2 per infa ntry squad 
— 

2 AN/PRC-77s per infantry squad ~VV

Mortar Section 2 per mortar I AN/PRC-77 per mortar

— 

I AN/GRA-39 per mortar (I)

Fire Markers 2 per each of the opposing I AN/VRC-6 4 per M 151 Jeep (3) p .

________________ forces (2) 
_________________________________ - 

V

Senior Controllers I per each of the opposing I AN/VRC-49 and I AN/PRC-77
forces 

— 
per M l 51 Jeep (4)

(I ) The AN/GRA-39 per M34 Mortar is desi rable but not absolutely essential .
(2) Based on platoon-size exercises.
(3) Each fire marker is normally provided with an Ml 51 Jeep equipped with an AN/VRC-64

radio. V

(4) Each senior controller is normally provide d with an Ml 5 1 Jeep equipp ed with an AN/ V
VRC.49 radio. It is also desirable but not absolutely essential that each senior controller
be provided with an AN/P RC 77 radio to monitor the internal tactical communications V

- of the force he is controlling.

—-—.. ..*_ _ ~~
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a. When an armored cavalry unit has planned for several days ’ t raining, it may not be
practical to road march or move the combat vehicles back to garrison at the end of each tra ining
day . Under these conditions, a training base camp is established. In selecting a location for the
base camp, consider road/trail network accessibility from garrison The camp should be con-
venient to the training area selected for tactical exercises. The layout for the sac camp must
provide for combat vehicle parking, vehicle maintenance and refueling, an Ammunition Supply
Point (ASP) and REALTRA IN equipment , rad io and weapons storage. Platoon-sized AARs
may be conducted in the base camp, so it is also desirable to provide shelter that can be used
in the event of inclement weather.

b. Controllers should be identified and allocated to the training units for the duration
of training. The exact number of controllers required depends upon the tactical organization of
the opposing forces that will be involved in the REALT RAIN exercises. Controllers should
be MOSqualified and hive an understanding of the weapons systems for which they will be
responsib le. Contro llers assigned to the 107 mm mortar should be highly pro ficient in all the
skills required to delive r accurate mortar fire support. Troops selected to serve as controllers
need not be NCOs. Motivation is most important ; any E-3 or E-4 who has previously demon-

V strated a willingness to accept responsibility can be trained as a controller.

c. After the REALT RAI N equipment is transported to the base camp, It should be
broken into packages for each typ e of combat vehicle/weapons systóm. Training ammunition
should be secured in a base camp ASP. The basic ammunition load that will be issued for each
tactical exercise should be made up ahead of time as a package for each combat vehicle/weapons
system to take part In the exercise. See Figure 3 for guidance on recommended quantities.

Control of Training Ammunition Use

As you are probably well aware, training ammunition is scarce. There-
fore, you may wish to set up simulated “ASRs” and hold your units
to these ceilings, in a series of successive exercises, to make sure you
have enough ammunition/ pyrote chnics to last .

You can also increa se trainin g realism by modifying the mix of differ-
ent typ es of ammo (e.g. , main gun , mortars) you play . To assess
casualt ies and dama ge prop erly , controllers must know the type of
round f ired. Theref ore, they must be thoroughly briefed on the type
of rounds available for the weapons they control.

_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _  
V 
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FIGURE 3

BASIC TRAINING AMMO LOAD & ESTIMATED USE
~Pev Exercise)

_____________________________________________ _________________________________________ _____________________ _______________________________

Training Ammo Basic Estimated Use
Item Weapon Load Per Exercise

Smoke Grenade , Red ~e~çg~ bat Yç~hLc1e 2 j ir_ . - 
V 

V

_______________________ Per Inf. Fire Team 2 0
Smoke Grenade, Green Per Combat Vehicle 2 1 (2)’
Smoke Grenade , White Per Fire Marker 10 3
Ground Burst Simulator Per Fire Marker 15 10
Air Burst Simulator Per Fire Marker 10 6
Smoke Pot Per Fire Marker 5 1
Hoffman Device Ammo - feLM~5~.1S~~ j dIn J_ — .L3r -

V 
__________________  

Per M60 Tank 9 2 (3)’
Grenade Simulator 

- -_____ 
Per M34 Mortar 60 

— 
28

5.56 mm Ammo Per M 114 40 15
e~MJ!3(TO!Q L6 

~~ e~jg~lt_ry_sqd. 3~0 9j 
-

Per M55 1 Sheridan 40 13

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 20 
-

V 
Per M60 Tank 40 23

7.62 mm Ammo Linked Per Mi 14 200 30
er Lnfantry S~d 600 2~3 

V Per M55 I Sheridan 400 40
________________________ 

Per M60 Tank 400 0
Blast Simulator 

— 
Per TOW 10 0 (4)’

M69 Grenade Per Infantry Sqd. 18 2
M68 Claymore Per Infantry Sqd. 2 — (5)’
Ml 17 Flash Simulator Per M139 20 mm Gun 15 4

(I  )~ Used only in actual emergency.
V (2)’ One grenade for 30% of combat vehicles participating .

(3) Substitute grenade simulators if Hoffman Device is not used.
(4)’ Substitute grenade simulators if blast simulator is not used.
(5) ’ Two grenade simulators required for each Claymore .

~~~~~VV 1V~_  - - V VV ~~V~~~ —~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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d. To maximize training effectiveness , the crew/squad/teams participating in the
exercises should , if possible , be brought up to TO&E strength , by temporarily assigning person-

V nd from non-participating elements within the parent unit. The support requirements and the
cost of engagement simulation training are the same whether the participating tactical elements
are at or below auth or ized strength. The more soldiers who participate , the greater the training

V benefIts.

2-3. Pre-Exerclse Training

V Thorough pre-exercise training of all controllers is essential for the conduct of armored
cavalry REALTRAIN exercises. Proper play of armored cavalry REALTRAIN requires quick,

V skillful responses from the exercise control system. Achieving this degree of skill requires the
following preparations:

(1) Train controllers and senior controllers.

(2) Train fire markers .

(3) Train players in rules of engagement and weapons casualty/
damage effects.

(4) Conduct practical exercises in all of the above.

V a. The two senior controllers required for an armored cavalry REALTRAIN exercise V
are called upon to perform complex and demanding tasks. They must be well-trained. Senior
controlle rs should be identified early in the planning phase, and take an active part in plans and
preparation s. They should help to develop and cond uct the training of individual controllers. If
possible, a third con trolle r should be trained to act as senior controlle r to provide a backup in
case one of the designated senior controllers must be absent from an exercise. V
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How to Select and Train Senior Controllers

Candidates for this job should be the most tacticall y proficient officers or
senior NCOs available. Each candidate should be thoroughly familiar with
thisTC.

Once they are familiar with the details of REALTRAIN methods, senior
controllers need practice in order to develop the ability to follow and
react to the developing action. Proceed as follows:

• Start simple. Assign senior controller trainees to supervision of the
“mini-exercises” that are part of getting the whole REALTRAIN
system prepared . Have them monitor controller communications
exercises (Annex E) to get a feel for how radio traffi c will sound
during training.

• Let trainees work in pairs at first. Contro l of armored cavalry
elements involves many tasks. (If one of the two has had some
REALTRAIN experience, he can help orient the new trainee to V

the job. ) By having two senior controllers per side with a clear
defmition of responsibility for each, important control functions
are less likely to get overlooked. Control lers work together and
work out methods and procedures for solving problems as they
arise.

• Have a meeting of all controller trainees concurrent with the
“mini-exercises.” Discussions will surface common problems and
permit the grou p to develop solutions.

• Try to provide senior controller trainees with an assistant for their
fi rst few platoon-size exercises. This assistant can take notes , help
monitor radio nets , and otherwise free the senior controller to be
an active training superv isor.

b. As in all types of REALTRAIN exercises, the goals of training for the controllers
who accompany the tactical elements , and the fire markers who mark indirect fire are: To gain
technical proficiency in applying REAL TRAIN rules of engagement and to Insure that these
rules are followed without exception. Controllers and fire markers require practice to insure
that they can effectively support the training through proficient and impartial actions. Areas
in which pre-exercise training is required are described next.
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(1) Controllers with direct fire weapons need training in:

• Ins allation and Use of Optics. Each controller assigned to a long-
range direct fire weapon must be trained to install, bore sight and
properly use the controller optics for that system.

• Installation and Use of Communications Equipment. Controllers
assigned to some weapons systems such as the M55 1 Sheridan and
M60 Tank are provided with special communication equipment.
Each controller assigned to such weapons systems must be trained V

in the installation and use of the special communications equipment.

• Rules of Engagement (ROE) and Damage/Casualty Assessment
Pro cedurei Controllers must be trained in REALTRAIN rules V

of engagement and damage/casualty assessment procedures. They
must be able to quickly and accurately verify hits or misses when
the tactical elements to which they are assigned fire their weapons,

V - and to assess damage/casualties when their tactical element is
brought under fire.

• Communication Procedures. The controller radio must operate
reliably and well. Controllers must be trained to use their radios
properly and efficiently. REAL TRAIN radio telephone operating

V (RTO) procedures dtfftr from tactical R TO procedures. A con-
troller communications exercise has been developed specifically for
training REALTRAJN controllers to use radios p-operly. Corn- V
nnmications exercise instructions are given in Annex E.

• Use of Controller Note Cards. Controllers must be tra ined to use
a note card as an aid. This card is used in two ways. First, on one
side of the card it lists all of the REALTRAIN numbers in play, so
it can be referred to if there is some confusion concerning numbers.
Second, the other side of the card provides a means for recording
significan t tactical events which the controller can use during the
Controller Debrief and AAR as a memory aid. (See Figure 4
for a typical note card format.)

(2) Controllers with the 107 mm mortar need skill in fire direction procedures to
include:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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• Measuring the azimuth of the direction of fire (FM 6-SO,
page 9-26, para. 9-39);

• Verifying the squad leader ’s solution of the firing proble m ;

• Directing the movement of fire markers.

If avai lable personnel do not have these specialized skills, special remedial training is necessary.(See TC , Indirect Fire Procedures, for a description of the mortar controller’s duties andresponsibilities.)

(3) Fire markers must be trained to locate positions quickly throughout the trainingarea by grid coordinates. Experience has shown that many soldiers can’t land navigate well
enough, without further training, to act as fire markers with the speed and precision needed.Plan to hold pie-exercise fire marker training. Training should routinely include:

• A brief hands-on review of map reading and use of the lensatic
compass;

V 

• Familiarization with training area terrain ; and

• Practical drill in fire marking procedures, with the indirect fire
(mortar) controllers sending fire markers out on “dummy” fire
-missions.

c. All members of the units being trained must become familiar with the REALTRAIN
control procedure s and the rules of engagement. Troops must be aware of what the rules are and
how they work if they are to accept decisions of controllers tha t take them out of the action.
The fairness of procedures, and the accur acy which they are applied with by controllers must beevident . An impor tant part of th is familiarization is a “refresher” in the destructive capability ofweapons to be used. Troops may note data for use as memory jogs.

d. Emphasize training in reconnaissance dutie s by prior preparation.

- V 
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FIGURE 4

TYPICAL CONTROLLER NOTE CARD FORMAT

Front

Date Exercise No. ______

Vehicle No. Green Brown_
Rankf Name_______________________

GREEN BROWN
Vehicle Numbers Vehicle Num e

Helmet Numbers - Helmet Numbers:

_ _  

~~~~Back 
_ _ _

TIME LOCATION ACTIVITY/ELEMENT

_ _ _ _

-

_ _

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Preparation of Exercise Area to
Emphasize Training In Reconnaissance V 

-

Armored cavalry REALTRAIN should stress traIning units in non- V

V combat skills, such as acq uring and reporting information. Because
troops tend to be more motivated by the “shoot-’em.up” features of
REALTRAIN, training managers must take extra measures to keep
uni t attention on reconnaissance.

One way to help do this is to place items of intelligence value on the
terrain for maneuvering units to aiscover and report . Such things as
“bodies” (e.g., plastic dummies), maps, documents, vehicles, etc.,
may be placed on the terrain before an exercise. Objects can be located
to tell a tactically plausible story to the unit that discovers them. For
example, an “abandoned” OP can be prepared in a location that hints
at the probable location of the unit that set it up. The OP can be
“salted” with documents or maps that require the finder to use proper

V 
procedures for passing battlefield information to higher headquarters

~ VV quickly, accurately and securely.

Since these inanimate objects don’t shoot back, they allow training
in reconnaissance functions, thus maintaining trainee interest, while
avoiding flrefights.

e. The fmal preparatory step is to conduct several “mini-exercises.” These exercises
provide training for both controllers and troops in small scale rehearsals. They provide a “feel” V
for REALTRA IN. Controller training Is emphasized . REALTRA I N panel numbers are installed
on the combat vehicles, controller optics on the weapons, and players are issued numbered
helmet covers. Then, sections or squads are assigned missions by frag orders and oppose one
an other. Meanwhile , assigned controllers receive practice in apply ing rules of engagement , and

V in casualty reporting. Usually, these mini-exercises involve brief , intense weapons engagements,
so that several can be run in a morning or afternoon. A controller debrie f and an AAR are held
following each mini-exercise. These exercises also provide good “hands-on” experience for
senior controllers in the conduct of the AAR, since the entire action can be easily reconstructed
from memory even if NCS Logs and other records are not yet being kept fully and accurately.
These small scale exercises permit quick identification of REALTRAIN control problems and
immediate corrections of misunderstandings , or of errors by controllers. A summary schedule
of a typical pre-exercisc training period is shown in Figure 5.
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f. The minI-exercises should be cont inued until it is evident that:

• All controllers can properly apply rules of engagement and use
radio nets.

• Senior controlle rs can reconstruct the simulated engagements
during the controlle r debrie f.

• Senior controllers are able to conduct effective After Action
V Reviews.

• The troops to receive tactical training know how REALTRAIN
works. .

2-4. Pre-Exercise Checklist
I

Tasks preparatory to the first full-scale tactical exercise have been described in pars-
gaph s 2-1 through 2~3. Figure 6 provides a checklist f o r  training managers.

I
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FIGURE 
.

TYPICAL PRE-EXERCISE TRAINING SCHEDU LE
Period Time TalnMzJEventActhlsy 

~~~~~~~
0 1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VVV 

Training Location Support Material I
I 0500 1030 Introduction to REALTRAIN All Personnel 

- I
2 *030.1 130 ~~aw Weapons and board bi~ MI Penonn.l N.A. N.A.

- 
toe Bss.Ca.p A,.s 

V V ~~~~~ V - V -

3 1130-1200 Luacii All Personnel Bass Camp C Rations

4 1200.1300 ContO Ur distlea £ reaposahb. Coatrou.rs 
~~ ~~—. : ~~~ Plans

Instelhatlo. ~f ~~~~~~~~ 
V Bus Camp 

- 
See Blow

V OpIIcs~~ Coamio. Equlp. - 

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _- - i
V 

- M.I 14s (Sconts & Camain d) Sci. & Comd Conlrdll.n B.. . Camp 
j Laseon Pians

- N-I 13 TOWs TOW Controllers - Bass Camp I
-

~~~~~

4A 1300- 1600 N-UI Bisridatis - N.SSI Controllers Bus Camp
Lieson Pian,

V M.60 Tasks N-60 Tanks Controlisra B a s s  
- V -

Infantry Weapons Infantr y Controllers Base Camp Lesson Plans

I n c  Fire 
V~~~~~~~__V  _ V~~~

* ire Mar 
-- 

Bass Camp Lemon Plans

48 *200.1600 lnstal. of Vshlche Numb.rs Combat V,hld. C,,w, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V - -

V - - -  •
~ RiiIss of z~~~s.~R;cap 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V

M .I13 TOW,

s - 
1 600.1 700 - M-SS1 Weapons NI Personnel Bass Camp Lesson Plans V

- 

N-SO Wsapone

V ISS5JIItY WU5POflI

V : V _ ~~~~~~~~.
l
~~~

1c
~~~

1ee - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SQIEDULE OF TRAINING/EVENT ACnVrrY—T+I

Penod Th1O
__Ti*IniiaJEvsiiI Activity ,__Psr.onn voved Training Lo~~~~~~~~ pp!rtMatedal

oeoo-o,oo ~~~~ NCS 
- 

~~~~~~ 
- - 

LS$50a Plans

IA 0500-0900 R.poniag Proc.dur.s Comb. Vehicl e Cmdrs. Bass Camp Lesson Plans
. I - I - - - — -

2 
V 

0900-1100 Cosawtlca tlons Ensecis. 
- ~~~~~~~~~ V - 

- 
- - V

28 0500-1100 Combat Viii . Ssrv*c. & Malat. Comb.t Crew Memb ers Baa. Camp N A  
~~~~~ V - .

3 1100-1130 V 
Lnnch j All Personnel Base Camp C Rations

4 1*30.1730 Mlii Ezencias All Personnel Training Area N.A. 
—

SQIEDULE OF TRAINiNG/EVENT ACrIVITY-T+2

Period Time TiniriisgJEvent Ac*Mty 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Sup~~~~~~ i~~
I 0100-1600 I MINI EIIUrCISSS 

-- 
All Personnel Tralnln! Ar.s V

- - 
2 ‘ 1600-1730 Comb . Veil . Service & N.lnt. Comba t Craw Members Base Camp N.A.
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FIGURE 6
PRE -EXERCISE ACTIVITIES/TASKS CHECKLIST

Activity /Task N.L

V Planning Phase 
V

(1) Major and intermediate training objectiv es selected.
(2) Tactical elements for ARCFOR /OPFO R selected. 

______ _____ _____

(3) ARCFOR /OPFO R missions selected for each exercise .
(4) Training lanes selected for each exercise.
(5) OPORDs (scenario ) prepared for each exercise.
(6) Logistic, administrative , and routine support requirements

determined. 
______ _____ _____

(7) Daily activity time scheduk s developed. 
______ _____ _____

(8) Support requirements coordinated .
Preparation Phase

(1) Base camp established in training area.
(2) Controllers , senior controllers , and fire markers selected.
(3) REALTRAIN equipment obtained.
(4) TrainIng ammunition obtained. 

____  -___  ____

(5) Base camp occupied. 
V _____ ____ _____

(6) Personnel assigned to combat crews/teams.
V 

Pie-Exercise Training Phase 
____  ___  ____

( I )  Controllers and senior controllers trained.
(2) Fire markers trained.
(3) Personnel trained in rules of engagement.
(4) Familiarization training completed. 

. V . V~ . ~TTT~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~V V
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3. Phase 0—Conduct of Tactical Exercises

34. S*eps bi Execvtloui

Thorough, carefW planning permits REALTRAIN tactical training programs to be
executed so as to filly exploit the advantages of the method. Steps to be followed in exe-
cution of exorcise. are listed below.

Slips In Execution of a REALTRAIN Exerca..

I.

( I )  OPORDs are Issued to opposing unit commanders.

(2) Combat vehicle/weapons system crew/team commande rs
dra w training ammunition.

(3) Crew members prepare combat vehicles/weapons systems.

(4) The two unit commanders prepare and brie f elements on
tactical operational plans.

(5) Controllers and Else markers draw and Install REALTRAIN 
V

equipment and radios.

(6) RadIos and installed equipment are checked.

(7) Opposing elements move to and occupy assembly areas.

(8) Pu-c marten move into traini ng area .

(9) Units occupy initial tactical positions.

(10) Senior controllers start the exercise when the tactical elements
are in position. V

( I I )  Training units execute their planned courses of action , acting and - 
V

reacting to one another under the supervis ion of the REALTRA IN
control system.

( 12) Senior controller terminates the exercise when training objectives
V ~~~ been auueved and/or -when one of the opposing forces

wins the battle.
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32. Activities Performed Just Prior to Exercises

V Actior .s to be tak en each time units depart the administrative or base camp area
for a daily block of R.EALTRAIN training are described more fully below. If two or more
missions are conducted without returning to~~~ p or garrison , each mission is preceded
by an abbreviated , in-the-fie ld version of this list.

a. Operations Orders (OPORDs), prepared earlier in accordance with training
program plans (see paragraph 2-i-ic), are issued to commanders of opposing forces. Ensure
that opposing forces do not know each other ’s operations orders. V

b. While unit commanders are receiving their ord ers, the other combat vehicle
commanders or squad leaders draw the required training ammunition from the ASP. The
basic ammunition load for each combat vehicle should be packaged, labeled, and issued
with the REALTRAIN panel number of the vehicle. An NCO at the ASP should remind
those who draw ammunit ion that oil unused ammunition is to be turned in to the ASP
immediately aft er the exercise.

c. Combat crew members must prepare their vehicles for the tactical exercise.
Weapons must be mounted, radios and REALTRA IN panel numbers checked , and vehicles

V serviced, as necessary . Con trollers draw their REALTRA IN equipme nt (including radi os)
and prepare the weapons they will control by installing and boresighting the controller
optics. Remember to issue rations if meals will be eaten while the exercise is in progress,

V 
or while personnel are away from the base camp/garrison.

d. -After they have received their operations orders. the opposing force com-
manders prepare their tactical operati onal plans and brief their tactical elements. Encour

V age planning. Allow sufficient time for leaders to plan and to conduct troop leading pro-
cedures (TLP). Senior controll ers watch the commanders to whom they have given OPORDs,
and listen to each commander ’s OP( iDs to his troop. Thus, senior controllers are alert
to plans ani orders to be carried out by each side, once the action starts.

V e. Controlle rs and fire markers receive their assignments and are briefed on the
missions assigned to both forces . Nor mally, this is done by the exercise controller. Senior
controllers should summarize the major training objectives for the exercise and alert con-
tro llers to the kinds of supervisory steps they may be taking (weapons hold , possible frag

V 
orders , etc.), to bring out key training points. Senior controllers should stress that this

V overview is being given only to help the controllers anti cipate likely events , and that con-
troiiers must not divulge plans to the elements they are accompanying. During the briefing,
all contro ller~ are given the REALT RAIN player helmet cover numbers by the senior con-
trol ler , along with the combat vehicle panel numbers to be used. Numbers of helmet liners
and panel numbers are recorded by controlle rs on their note cards.

‘f t
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f. Before leaving the assembly area , all controllers conduct a radio check under
the supervision of the senior controller. AU con troller radios must be able to transmit and
receive at long range. Theref ore , the senior controller or someone he designates should V

move at least one kilometer away from other controlle rs to conduct the check. Radios
found during the radio check to have malfunctions should be replaced. Spare batteries
should also be available for the ANIPRC-77 radios.

g. Note that prepara tions for a REALT RAIN exercise call for simulated pie-
combat actions , and for administ rative prepara tions. Senior controllers must supervise
both types of activities closely (using available non-part icipating NCOs to assist them as
needed) to insure that all these preparations are accomplished. In particular, commanders
of each side should not be called on to supervise administrative preparations to the detri-
ment of their troop-leading procedures. Senior controllers may want to allow some extra
time for TLP until preparations become routine. Later , commanders can be placed under
more stringent time constraints to simulat e realistic batt lefield conditions.

h. On completion of administrative and pie-combat activities , all elements move
out to the training lane. The fire markers norm ally move out first , directly into the training
lane that will be used for the exercise. The Green and the Brown units road march to
assembly areas from which they deploy into their initial tactical positions. In earlier stages
of training, it will normally not matter if the size and composition of Green and Brown are
known to each other. Later on, however, when an armored cavalry unit is learning to
sharpen its reconnaissance skills, the cavalry unit should be denied knowledge of the
strength and composition of the OPFOR. In this situation, the armored cavalry unit should
depart the base camp before the OPPOR, and the latter may then be task-organized in
secrecy to challenge the cavalry unit’s information-gathering skills.

i. When each senior controlle r determines that his tactical elements have occupied
their initial tactical positions, he so informs the senior controller of the opposing force.
When the tactica l elements of both forces are in position, the supervising senior controller V
starts the exercise. Although exact predictions about the duration of various exercise events
are almost impossible to make in REALTRAIN , Figure 7 shows an approximate “schedule”
of events for a platoon-sized exercise on a specific area of terrain. In order to fit REAL-
TRA IN into th e daylig ht hours at var ious times of the year , or to make adjustments for other V
reasons , t raining manager s will have to set their own daily targ ets for critical milestones, e.g., V
the point at which exercises are terminated. Simpl y reducing the size of the training area
(if training objectives permit) will compress the schedu le given in Figure 7 considerably, for
example.
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FIGURE 7

A TYPICAL SCHEDULE FOR A
SINGLE EXERCISE

Platoon-size armored cavalry engagement simulation exercises normall y require a
training lane that is from 3 to 4 kilometers wide and 7 to 12 kilometers long. At the present
time , engagement simulation exercises can be conducted only during daylight hours. Experi-
ence has indicated that as a result of these factors , it is extremely difficult to conduct more
than one platoon-size armored cavahy engagement simulation exercise in a single day . The
times indicated in the typical exercise activity schedule that follows, which is based on the
assumption that the AAR will be conducted in the base camp area , are for illustrative purposes
only and should not be considered as a rigid schedule that must be maintained as an exercise is
executed. A typical sequence of events for a platoon -size armored cavalry engagement simula-
tion exercise is as follows:

TIME ACTIVITY
0800 — Commanders are given OPORDs.
0800-0845 — Commanders prepare tactical plans.

— Controllers draw REALTRAIN equipment and radios.
— Combat crews draw training ammunition and prepare combat vehicles and

weapons.
0845-0930 — Commanders brief tactical elements.

V — Senior controller briefs controllers.
0930-1015 — Units prepare to depart starting point (SP).

V 
— NCS conducts controller radio check. Fire markers depart for their initial stations.

1015 — Green departs SPin road march.
V 1030 — Brown departs SP in road march.

1100 — Green reports arrival at its release point (RP) and proceeds to and occupies its
V initial tactical position.

111 5 — Brown reports arrival at its RP and proceeds and occupies its nutial tactical V

position.
I 200 — The exercise starts with forces crossing the line of departure (LI)).

V 
1200-1500 — Senior controller terminates exercise when training objectives have been achieved

V or when either of the opposing forces achieves a decisive advanta ge.
1 500-1630 — Green and Brown assemble in the training area in preparation for a road march

back to the base camp.
V 1 545-1630 — Green and Brown road march back to the base camp.

1 630-1715 — Senior controller conducts Controller Debrief.
— Comba t crew members turn in unused ammunit ion.

171 5-18 1 5 — Senior controller conducts AAR.
1815- 1900 — Controllers turn in radios and REALTRAIN equipment.

— Combat crew members secure weapons and combat vehicles.

- -
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4. Dynamics of REALTRAIN Exercises

a. Fach exercise involves the dash between the two forces in two-sided freep)ay.
Once a REALTRAIN maneuver begins, a novel and everchang ing sequence of events will
unfold. Actions and events will reflect the soundness of mission planning, the skills of the
units in carrying out their plans, their ability to locate the enemy, to interpre t and react to
developing situations, and so on. The units are, or should be, largely “on their own”—free
to excel as well as to make mistakes in striving toward mission accomplishment.

b. As the tactical situation develops, the unit commanders of the opposing forces
carry out their command and control functions as if they were in actual combat. This will
commonly involve changing tactical plans , and redeploying elements to compensate for
losses, and for change s in the tactical situation. It also includ es the planning for and use of
indirect fire, smoke, etc. Reports are made as in an actual combat situation. The opposing
force commande rs receive situation , spot , shell , bridg e, ford , road , etc., reports from their
tactical elements over their interna l tactical radio nets. Reports are relayed by the opposing
force commande rs to their next higher echelon of command over their respective command
nets. Player personnel car ry out their normal crew/team/squa d combat duties.

4-I. Control and Tactical Nets; Operations of
the Control Net

Players and their vehicles are surrounded by an organization of controllers. Con-
trollers are assigned to each element. Tactical and control nets are diagrammed in Figure 8.
Player units use the platoon tactical net. The platoo n leader has a radio link to the troop.
All controllers are linked with each other and with the Net Control Station (NCS) by a
common net. Each senior controller follows the unit to which he has given the OPORD.
REALTRA IN controllers check the aim of direct fire weapons and determine “hits” or
“misses.” A hit is reported by radio to the controller with the target. The target controller
assesses the damage in accordance with his rules of engagement and radios confirmation

V of the dama ge to the Net Control Station (NCS) where the outcome of the engagement is
logged on a Casual ty Record Sheet. When a tactical element is brought under fire, the con-
t roller with the element also assesses the effects and reports casualties or damage to the Net
Control Station . 

V

V 4-2. Senior Controller Duties During
Conduct of Exercises

a. The value of REALTR AIN tactical training depends in large part on how well
each senior controller does his job , and how well they coordi nate with each other. Each
senior contro ller should position himself where he can best observe the deployment and
actions of his unit. He must , however , avoid exposing his vehicle, or acting in any way that
would reveal the location of th e tactical elements under his control. As tactical elements

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~j



iiFIGURE 8

Schematic Organization for
V Armored Cavalry REALTRAIN Showing Radio Nets

Armored Cavalry Unit INCSI Opposing Force UnI t
_  1 _

E~~__I Senior 1 F Senior 1 II “~j
1~~~~1contronerI 1Costt~$r1~~~~ 1’I I — — — — ~—~Vl~ ~~~~ ____________________________

JCommand (~) (4) Command -

I Element Element 
-

- - 1 3 
____________

Scout Armor
Elements Elements

_ _ _ _ _  3 
_ _ _ _ _1 Armor AntI-Armo -

j  Elements ~ Elements V

Infantry Infantry
V Elements Elements
_ _ _ _  6 

_ _ _ _

~j Mortar J~ Pk e T,~U Element 
______  ~ Masters I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

F. Fire I
V IM!V .V 1

Key: Unshad ed porti ons are elements of the units being tra ined. Shaded portions represent
control system elements.

(
~
) Armored Cavalry Force Unit Tactical—intern al unit tactical communicat ions.

Armored Cavalry Force Command Net—exte rn al tactical communicati ons.
V ® Opposing Force Unit Tactical—inte rnal unit tactical communications.

(
~
) Opposing Force Command Net—external tactical communications.

(j) Armored Cavalry Fire Marker Net—for controlling indirect fire.

® Opposing Force Fire Marker Net—for controlling indirect fire.(
~
) Control Net —weapons engagement damage/casualty assessment reports.

‘May be another armor ed cavalry unit. In that case, the right side of this diagram is IdenticalV 
- with the left.
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maneuver , their senior controllers keep up with their location and status. Senior controllers
must monitor both the cont rol net , and the unit comman d net. Senior controllers may
also monitor the unit ’s internal tactical net. When senior controllers are acting as corn-
manders of the next higher echelon , communication is by the command net.

b. During an exercise, senior contr ollers monitor tactical decisions/orders of the -

unit leaders and responses of their tactical elements in light of training objectives. Insuring
V that the tra ining objectives arc met requires very close coordination between the two senior

controllers. When a senIor controller must interv ene , he assumes the role of the next higher
echelon commander and communicates with his unit commander via the command net.
Examples of occasions which might require a higher-echelon command intervention (e.g.,
a frag order or request for information) are: 

V

• One (or both) of the opposing forces is misorientcd on the terrain,
and there is a strong likelihood that they will miss contact entirely.

• The pace of tactical activities becomes too slow. (It is not uncommon V

for the opposing forces to become so cautio us after a few exercises that 
-the pace of tac tical activities slows to an unacceptable level.)

• A unit or a reconnaissance mission is about to engage in a decisive
firefight with direct fire weapons before having reconnoitered and
reported.

c. Scouting and reporting (i.e., rendering situation , spot, shell, and various other
reports) are crucial to effective accomplishment of most armored cavalry missions. All - 

VREALTRAIN exercises should be planned and managed so that units have both the oppor- : V

tunity and the need to reconnoiter and to report. Pre-exercise planning and attention to
these duties during an exercise by senior contro llers combine to ensure that the unit re- -

V ceives sufficient training in reconnaissance and reporting. If reports are infrequent, incom- I V

plete or confusing, the senior control lers should:

(I ) step in, as superior commanders , to stimulate the flow of informa- - 
V

tion , and

(2) note lessons to be brought out regarding reporting for discussion
in the AAR.

Units which are just beginning to work together in the field will sometimes neglect V

even the most basic SOPs for reports, particularly once enemy contac t is made. Senior V

controllers may elect to not be overly demanding during the exercise (“ 1” above), but

V - _ _ _*_  —V . - V
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rather should emphasize the consequences of poor reporting during the AAR (“2”).
Senior controllers can , for example , bring out how lack of information at higher levels
makes it difficult for commanders and their staff to make their own plans and to provide
effective support for a unit in trouble. In later exercises, after a unit in tr aining becop~~more profi cient in control and coordination of elements , senior controllers can call for
reports during exercises without overloading the command capabilities of the unit leader.
For example, if SOP calls for hourly SITREP s, the senior controller should insure that
these are delivered on time. He may also request additional SITREPs from thne to time.
if the ter rain has been prepared through placement of items to be discovered by thorough
reconnaissa nce, the senior controller may prod or prompt the maneuver unit for a SPOT- V

REP If he finds that one or more pie-planted items have been bypassed and not reported. V

There are other occasions for prompt ing unit leaders to make timely and necessary Vreports. These might include calling for reports of:

• Direct fire engagements. V. :

• Indirect fire received by the unit.

• Unusual activity on the part of one or more elements—rapid
movement to cover , abrupt chang es in axes of movement , etc.

Experience has shown that armored cavalry personnel arc encourage d to repor t battle- V

field information correctly and pr omptly if each vehicle commander and squad leader Is givena list of proper formats for various report types. This gets leaders into the habit of organizingthe informa tion before reporting, and making reports brief and complete. However, even with Vthis aid during training, soldiers may continu e to be careless in formulating reports. They mayneed to be reminded by senior controllers of the necessity to follow format guidelines and touse proper radio telephon e procedures. Proper reporting can be stressed In the AAR as ~~~ ;
V

as while the exercise is in progress.

d. Putting into effect “weapons hold” is another means for stressing scoutingand reporting dut ies. In the competitive atmosphere that REALTRA IN creates, troopsof opposing sides want to go directly to the firefight. A “weapons hold” may be put intoeffect to restrict the use of direct and/or indirect tire weapons. This restriction can be V

justified tactically on the grounds that cavalry uni ts will often avoid decisive engagementsV with an enemy force. Senior controllers must coordinate closely with one another to Im-pose, and mainta in, a weapons hold status. Under this conditi on , a unit leader must ob-
lain clearance from his senior controller before any of Ida direct or indirect fire elementsis allowed to engage a target. Before clearance is given, senior controllers should considersuch factor s as:

U ,
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• the extent of reporting that has already occurred;

• the overall tactical positions of the opposing forces;

• the type of weapon to be used in an engagement;

• the potential effect of the requested fire on the out-
come of the exercise; and V

• how long the exercise has been underway.

An example of the reasoning of senior controllers and communications In Im-
posing a weapons hold status is given on page . . 

V

4-3. Maneuver Controllers’ Actions During
an Exercise

a. Maneuver controllers remain with the combat vehicle/weapons system or the :-
tactical element to which assigned. Sometimes a vehicle is hit and only part of its crew or :-
squad killed. If the remainder of the crew elects to dismount to continue fighting, or to
join another tactical element, the controller moves with them. Controllers must not expose
themselves or in any way disclose the position of the element they are with.

b. Even well-trained maneuver controllers sometimes are unable to Identify tsr
gets by REALTRAIN number. There Is also always a possibility that their radios will fr
not work, or that terrain will Interfere with UHF radio communications. in such cases. :
the ~ienior contrOllers must help their maneuver contrdllen to solve such problems. - 

-

Examples of how senior controllers work together and with their other controllers -

to handle two common problems are shown starting on the next page.

c. As the action and counteraction between sides becomes more intense, NCS
or senior controller records may be Incomplete or inaccurate, and memory can be unre-
liable. Tactical events can be more accurately reconstructed If maneuver controllers
record what happens, when ft happens , on a 3 x 5 Inch controller note card (FIgure 4).
As noted earlier , one side of the card provides a format for the controllers to record the V

REALTRA IP4 numbers assigned to vehicles and helmet liner numbers of soldiers. The
other side provides room for recording tactical events , which individual contro llers with
tactical elements can readily observe. This format helps maneuv er contro llers to organize V

their observations. Controllers do not try to record everything; they focus attention on
key tactical events, and circumstances under which they occur red. For the vehicle con-
(roller is riding, a key event would occur when it is hit , or when it engages an enemy )
vehicle. The cir cumstances under which the even t occurs should be noted as well.

— 
_ _
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MAN AGING A WEAPONS HOLD V

Initial Situation : Green senior controller has imposed a direct f i r e  weapons hold on his force.
Elements must request permission to fire on each potential target.

DEVELOPMENTS CONTROL PROCESS

Green PL: GOLF 6, THIS IS GOLF 24, OVER.On his command net, the sezuor controller receives
a request for such permission from the platOOn Green SC: GOLF 24, THIS 156; SEND YOURleader on Scout 24. (Tactical call signs ~se MESSAGE 

V 

-~~REALTRAIN numbers.) V

Green PL GOLF 6, MY 33 ELEMENT (a TOW) -

HAS A14 ENEMY VICTOR IN SIGHT AT GRID 
-

092786. REQUEST PERMISSION FOR HIM TO 
-FIRE IT UP. OVER.

Green SC: 24; THIS IS 6. 1 HAVE YOUR RE. -

QUEST FROM 33. WAIT.OUT.
(Senior controller shifts to control frequency, on
his other radio.) FThe Green senior needs to check with the senior Green SC: BRAVO CONTROL. THIS IS GOLF

controller on the other side to determine the advis. CONTROL, OVER.
ability of permItting 33 to fire. He has also been -

getting vety few tactical reports from Green elements (Brown SC acknowledges.) 
- 

V

up to this time.
BRAVO CONTROL ONE OF MY TOW’S HAS
ONE OF YOUR GUYS IN SIGHT AND IN
RANGE AT 092786. CAN YOU IDENTIFY
THAT TARGET. AND HOW DO YOU FEEL -

ABOUT LOSING HIM? OVER. V 

-

V Brown control checks the coordinates given, and Brown SC: GOLF CONTROL, THIS IS BRAVO V
judges that this Is very likely to be his platoon leader ’s CONTROL. THAT’S MY PL AND I’D LIKE Vvehicle. He reco.juzes tha t the PL is ‘i~t using the best TO SEE HOW HE HANDLES THE NEXT ROUND
available route , but also wants to see If Brown forward BEFORE I LOSE HIM. IS YOUR TOW POSI.
elements will ou t ru n the ir overwat hlng fi res before TIONED SO THAT HE COULD FIRE HIM UP
the FL dies. LATER? HE IS MOVING ALONG AN AZIMUTH V

OF ABOUT 160 DEGREES FROM LAST LOCA.
TION. OVER.

Green checks his map and determines that, unless Green SC: BRAVO , GOLF. MY ESTIMATE IS
Brown PL calls for smoke , he will continue to move THAT YOUR PL WILL BREAK OUT INTO AN
through TOW 33’s field of fire on his present course. OPEN AREA WHERE 33 CAN HIT HIM, IF HE

CONTINUES HIS PRESENT DIRECTION OF
MOVEMENT FOR 5.10 MIXES. WILL THAT
GIVE YOU THE TIME YOU NEED’ OVER. V

-

~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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DEVELOPMENTS CONTROL PROCESS

Brown control judges that his PL should call up Brown SC: GOLF, THiS IS BRAVO. THAVS
his overwatching section wIthin the next five AFFIRMATIVE. I’D LIKE TO GIVE HIM ONE
ninutes, so his training objective will be met by MORE CHANCE, NEXT TIME HE’S IN A POSI.
continuing the hold on 33 for that period of time. TION TO HALT IN DEFILADE. THAT SHOULD

BE IN 2-3 MIXES. IF HE GOOFS IT UP THEN,
LET TOW 33 FIRE WHEN HE MOVES. OVER.

Green understands Brown’s reasons for wanting to Green SC: BRAVO, THIS IS GOLF. ROGER
postpone the engagement , so he will deny the re- YOUR LAST TRANSMISSION. I’M GOING TO
quest for fire. However , he will also use this occa. DENY THIS REQUEST, BUT I NOTE THAT
sloe to prompt a SPOTREP from the TOW. He SEVERAL OF YOUR ELEMENTS ARE
also notes that other elements of the Brown force Glu iNG PRETTY CLOSE. I PROPOSE TO
are dosing to within maximum TOW/main gun LIFT WE WEAPONS HOLD IN 5 MIXES SO
range, so he derides to lift the weapons hold in WE CAN HAVE A FAIR SHOOT-OUT. OVER..
5 minutes.

Brown SC: ROGER THAT, GOLF. ru. BE
WATCHING FOR YOUR FIRES FROM OVER
HERE. BROWN CONTROL, OUT.

(Green SC switches back to his command radio.)

V Green SC: GOLF 24, THIS IS GOLF 6.

Green P1..: GOLF 6, IHIS IS 24, OVER.

Green SC: 24, BE ADVISED THAT 33 ELF.-
MINT SHOULD HOLD FIRE AT THIS TIME.
ALSO HAVE 33 GIVE YOU A PROPER SPOT-
REP ON ThAT ENEMY ELEMENT, AND RE-
LAY IT TO ME. YOU HAVEN’T BEEN KEEP~ING ME VERY WELL INFORMED ABOUT

- YOUR SITUATION, INCLUDING ENEMY 
VSIGHTINGS. TELL 33 THAT WHEN HE SEES

THAT VICTOR COME OUT OF THE TREELINE
HE CAN SHOOT. ALSO BE ADVISED THAT
FREE FIRE WILL SOON BE ALLOWED AT
MY COMMAND. OVER.

V Green PL: 6, ThIS IS 24. ROGER YOUR LAST
INSTRUCTION. 24 OUT.

(24 then relays denial of request to 33.)

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ _ _  
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PROMPTING A CASUALTY CONFiRMATION

initial Situation: An M60 tank has killed an armored cavalry M 11 4.  The tank
controller has properly called the kill twice but received no
confirmation.

DEVELOPMENTS CONTROL PROCESS

~~~~~ co~tro1le: of Grcen force is attempting Scniur co’t~ro~J 1 .  SL~OLTF 44 , J~~iS IS GOL,~i.•i contact target. - CONTROL ; OVER. . .SCOUT 44, THIS IS - 
—- 

GOLF coNrRoL, DO YOU READ ME? - 
V

OVER....

(Scout 44 does not reply ; senior controller - 
V

suspects radio problem.)

Sen ior controller of Green force displaces Senior controller: ANY GOLF ELEMENT,
V toward last known position of the M l 14, DO YOU HAVE COMMO WITH 44?

attempts to relay message en route. OVER.. . .

Sheridan controller: GOLF CONTROL, THIS
IS SHERIDAN 29 , 1 HAVE 44 IN SIGHT.
SEND YOUR MESSAGE AND I WILL
ATFEMPT RELAY, OVER. ...
Senior controller: 29, THIS IS GOLF CON-

V TROL; TELL 44 HE HAS BEEN KILLED AND V- 

~ TO STOP AND POP GREEN, OVER....

Sheridan controller attempts-to conta ct 44. Sheridan controller: ROGER , GOLF CON-
TROL-BREAK—SCOUT 44, ThIS IS
SHERIDAN 29 , OVE R . . . .

2nd Sheridan controller: 29 , TH 1S IS 44, O V E R . . .  
V

Sheridan controller: 44 , TH IS IS 29, BE
ADVISED YOU HAVE BEEN DESTROYED.
STOP AND POP GREEN, OVER.. . .

Senior controll er monitors last series of S~qut 44: ROGER 29, WE ARE OUT OF THE
transmis sions. Since 44 had been hav ing )ROBLEM . BRE AK- 44 , CONFIRME D , 44,rad io problems, the Senior controller CONFIRMED. 

-

should record the time he finally confirms
the casualty, in case NCS did not successfully
monitor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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IDENTIFYIN G AN UN KNOWN TARGET

Init ial Situation: A vehicle has been seen and taken under fire by a TOW from the
armored cavalry platoon. Range and condition s of visibility prevent
target identification by the TOW controller. Here is how the senior V
controllers might use the control net to assist in identification.

- - - - 

9L:VELOP MENTS__- CONTROL PROCESS

~~~~~~~~~~ ‘~i~~ilkr gives as much infornia- TOW controller: ENEM Y VICTOR IN GULLY
:~on as possible about nature and location AT 027893 HIT BY TOW 22; ENEMY VICTOR
of target. IN GULLY AT 027893 HiT BY TOW 22.

Senior controllers monitor control net. (After one minute , no confIrmation has been
received.) r

r
Senior controller of Brown force checks Senior controller: TANK 48, THIS IS BRAVO
last known positions of all his elements , CONTROL , WHAT IS YOUR LOCATION?
‘d en lilies Tan k 48 or APC 91 as possible OVER.. . .
targets. He calls Tank 48 to update infor- 

Tank 48 Controller: BRAVO CONTROL,mat ion on its posi tion. 
THIS IS 48; WE ARE PRESENTLY AT

V 028910, OVER....

V (Based on this transmission, Brown senior
controller tentatively eliminates Tank 48 as
target.)

Senior controller of Brown force Senior controller: TANK 48, ThIS IS BRAVO
checks APC’ 91 ‘s current location. CONTROL; ROGER—BREAK—TRACK 91, V

WHAT IS YOUR LOCATION? OVER.. . -
APC 91 controller : BRAVO CONTROL , THIS
IS 91. WE ARE STOPPED IN DEFILADE AT

V 028892, OVER. . . .  V
(Based on this description, Brown control
decides that this is the target called by TOW 22.)

Senior controller of Brown force calls a Senior contro ller: APC 91 HIT BY TOW 22
kill on APC . 1  and confirms. AND CONFIRMED; APC 91 HIT BY TOW 22 V

AND CONFIRMED. 91, POP GREEN SMOKE.
BRAVO CONTROL, OUT.

V 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~ V~~~~~~~~~ V±_ V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - ..- - -I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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d. It is helpful for maneuver controllers to record information for use in the
Controller Debrief and After-Action Review; however , when the tactic al element being con-
t rolled engages an enemy, the con t rolle r ’s most Importana ’ job is accurate and timely
damage/casualty assessm mt and reporting.

e. As is shown in the example on a previous page , the senior controlle rs authoriz.e the
unrestricted use of weapons when they have determined by monitoring the tactical nets
that units hav e had enough practice in reporting, and /or when further adva nce by either
force leads to unrest ri cted fire-fight.

f. The weapons hold technique must be implemented with care to avoid degrading
the realism of the exercise . Troops tend to become less concerned with concealment and
cover once they realize a weap ons hold is in effect. However , ordering a request for ~~
mission to fire provides practice in combat reporting, for any request for permission must
include some information about the potential target , which otherwise might not have been
reported. Effectiv e use of the weapons hold , then, requires exercise of judg ment by senior
controllers.

g. During execution of an exercise, senior controllers keep in mind that a corn-
plete , chronologi cal description of significant events will be needed to guide discussion
during the AAR. Three sources can provide this information: the NCS records , notes taken
by maneuver controllers , and notes of senior controllers. The Net Control Station (NCS)
records provide a written record of routine weapons engagements (see below). The notesV 
taken by Individual contro llers help describe engagements and the circumstances under
which they occur red. These two sources of information, however , do not provide a suffi-
cientl y complete body of information about the exercise. Therefore , the senior controllers
(or when used, their assistants) should record additional information to supplement NCS
records and notes of individual controllers . Information recorded by senior controlle rs
should stress general observations of the unit and coordination among its elements. It may
include:

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~
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• The performance of the unit in the assembly areas.

• Whether the line of departure (LD) was crossed on time.

• The initial deployment of the tactical elements. V

• The redeployment of tactical elements as the tactical 
.

situation develops.

• The use of indirect fire.

• The marwuver of tactical el!ments, i.e.. the use of conceal- - 
-

ment and cover.

• Relationships between plans and actions.

• The most significant reports submitted by the unit leaders,
i.e., what was reported when by whom. - 

-

• Command and control activities of the uni t leaders.

• Overall observation s concerning the unit ’s tactical behavior ;
i.e., significan t examples of both good and poor tactical
behavior. - V -

I
4-4. The Net Control Station (NCS) In V

Exer~1se Play

a. The minimum requirement for manning the NCS is one soldier. He monitors
the control net to record weapons engagements in the order in which they are reported.
The NCS, which does not become involved in tactical or command activities , should be
located in , or adjacent to, the trainin g lane on ground that will permit the reception of
radio t ransmissions from any place in the training lane. Only one radio tmnsmltter Is re
quired for the NCS. A second receiver is required as a back-up for use in the event of radio
failure.

I ~~~ 
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p.

USING A b C IN REALTRAIN

A Tactical Operations Center (TOC) can be established to record
reconnaissance reports. Establishing the TOC In an M577 vehicle,
along with the NCS, makes it a lot easier for the person recording
report s and control net traffic to work , especially in inclement
weather. Unfortunately, an M577 is not readily available at all
times. If it isn ’t , a jeep with two radios will work as an NCS and
will also permit the monitoring and logging of tactical reports
from one force only.

If your tra inin g objectives focus on recon/report ing for only one
unit , an M577 may be overkill. However , if you want to train
both units in recon /repor ting, you will need three radios (at least)
because tactical reports from both sides should be logged system-
atically. Then , an M 577 is a lot better than a makeshift arrange-
ment with a quarter-to n .

V if you want to make a case for using an M577 to your higher
echelon commander , point out that the personnel in the iOC
will get excellent training in communications procedures from
participation in REALTRAIN exercises.

b. Weapons engagements and outcomes should be recorded sequentially on the con-
troller casualty /damage record (NCS log) form that has been filled in during an exercise. The
Tactical Element Record part of the form , which includes the REALTRA IN numbers of all
vehicles and personnel participating, is completed prior to the start of the exercise. The Event
Sequence Record is completed in the NCS during the exercise as weapons engagements occur. V
When kills are confirmed , a line is dra wn throug h the REALTRA IN number of the individual
or vehicle killed in the Tactical Element Record. In a typical armored caval ry REALTRA I N
exercise involving platoons, two or three Event Sequence Record sheets will be required.
The t rain ing manage r should produce the form (shown In Figure 9) or make up a similar
form adapted to his particular requ irements. The soldier maintaining the NCS log should be
told to write down comments on any problems he encounters , especially on any type of
event that the tra ining manage r wants to emphasize in the AAR.

_ _
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FIGURE 9

CONTROLLER CASUALTY /DAM AGE RECORD
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S. Phase Ill—Post-Exercise Activities

Several things must be done as soon as the exercise is over. What needs to be done
depends partly on whether additional exercises will be run on the same day. When add i-
tional exercises are to be conducted, tactical elements may need to be resupplied. The
Controller Debrief and After ’Action Review will then be held In the field.

S-I. Assembling the Forces for the Controller
Debrief and the After-Action Review

The Green and Brown tactical elements should be quickly assembled for the Con-
troller Debrief and the After-Ac tion Review (AAR). Where the exercise area is small, the
forces may be assembled more rapidly if the individual tactical elements have been directed
by the senior controller to proceed directl y to the designated assembly point. When the
exercises are held on large terrain areas, distant from the assembly point , It may be desirable
for the senior controller to have the tactical elements form and road march to the designated
assembly point.

It is not uncommon for combat vehicles that have been destroyed to be
strung out over several kilometers . Assembly of the forces after an
exercise is over can be expedited if destroyed vehicles which became
casualties during an exercise proce ed directl y, after a short period of time ,
to a designated point adjacent to the training lane. Vehicles that are out
of the exercise should show a white flag or some other clearly visible
signal.

5.2. Conduct Ing the Controller Debrief

a. The Controller Debrief provides the senior controller , who will conduct the
Afte r Action Review (AAR), an opportuni ty to clarify and confirm key events to be dis
cussed during the AAR. All controllers must be present for th ~ Controller Debrief. The —

senior controller uses the NCS records , his own notes , and the individu~il controller exer~
cise event notes to obtain a clear picture of what happ ened.

b. A simple target cloth terrain model and miniature models of maneuver ele-
ment combat vehicles have proven to be highly effective training aids for showing tactical
deployments and maneuvers of each side , for use in both the Controller De~rief and the
AAR. Each combat vehicle model should he identified by REALTRAI N number. Promi-

V 
. nent terrain features and the coordinate grid system should be depicted on the terrain model.

_ _ _ _
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c. The senior controller conducting the Controller Debrief first places the
opposing forces ’ combat vehicle models on the terrain model to depict their relative posi-
tions when the exercise started. He then goes over the chronology of events quickly as ~~~~~~ 

~V 
-

records indicate them to have occurred. This is done by moving the combat vehicle models
to successive positions to reflect their active deployments. Individual controllers contribute
to the reconstruction of the chron ology of events by filling in gaps and correcting the senior
controller ’s understanding of what occurred. Little time should be spent on those events
on which controllers agree. The Controller Debrief should be focused on critical events
from which key lessons can be derived , and on resolving differences of opinion as to what —

actually happened.

• All differences of opinion regarding what occurred or what events took
place must be resolved during the Controllers’ Debrief

• The Controller. Debrlef should be kept as short as possible. Player troops
should not be kept waiting for the AAR any longer than necessary.

5-3. Conducting the After-Action Review

a. The purpose of the After-Action Review (AAR) is to extend the learn ing from
the exercise by reconstructing the action so that all aspects of unit performance may be
examined in detail. All controllers and participating troops must be present. One senior
controller guides the escription of actions by players. He uses the consolidated exercise
record to identi fy and call upon key participants in each sequential event. (See Part II,
Chapter 7, of TC 71-5 for a general discussion of the AAR.) In examining unit performance,
good tactical decisions and techniques are highlighted and reinforced. Mistakes are identi-
fled and better courses of action suggested. As the senior controller leads the discussion
of exercise events, he attempts to the-extent possible to get comments on what lessons
were learned by all the participants , not just soldiers involved in key exchanges of fire, or
those who acquired and reported critical information.

b. The AAR starts with the senior controller asking the opposing force unit
comman ders in turn to describe their respective OPORDs as received for the exercise. Each 

V

also describes the tactical plans he developed for accomplishing his assigned mission, i.e., V
his scheme of maneuver and/or defensive plan . The unit/commanders show the initial de-
ployment of their forces by placing the combat vehicle models in the appropriate place on
the terrain model. The senior controller then guides the discussion through the chronology
of events in the order that the events occurred. As each event , i.e., indirect fire mission,
report , direct fire weapon engagement , etc., is discussed , the troops who initiated the action
move the vehicle model as they describe what actions they took and why. The troops
against whom the action was taken describe what they were doing and how they responded . V
The senior controller must resolve any differences of opinion that may arise between the
troops on either side who engaged in weapons play . In guiding the discussion, the senior

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~V • V V - . 
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controller ensures that good tactical decisions and battlefield behaviors are highlighted
and that mistakes are ident ified as needing correction In later exercises. V.

.

- Handiing Reports ln an AAR

Armored cavalry REALTRAIN differs from other REALTRAIN
applications in its emphasis on reconnaissance and effective reporting.
This difference shows up clearly in the AAR. Good reporting should be
given as much attention as effective use of weapons. The AAR leader
should bring out respon ses from troops on both sides, as to the kinds of
effects the reports rendered had on later actions. Reports allow unit
commanders to make more informed changes in tactical plans. The
opposing force will move more cautiously if Its members sense that
their actions are being quickl y reported and responded to.

It Is sometimes difficult to keep troops interested in reporting require.
ments. However , comments like, “Please recognize here that the enemy
had first been sighted 30 minutes ago at this point, and higher still .~ . -

didn ’t have any reports,” can be useful.

5-4. The Turn-In or Resupply of
Training Mnmunitlon

a. When two tactical exercises are to be conducted on the same day, It may be
necessasy to resupply the tactical elements with training ammunition. Ammunition may
be redistributed or resupplied. Redistribution l~ likely to be more i sa-consuming than
resupply if basic loads have been prepackaged at the Ammunition Supply Point (ASP).
For resupply, the ASP picks up all unused ammunition and issues a full prepackaged basic
load to each tactical element.

b. On completion of the exercise(s), each crew/team/squad command~r places
all unused ammunition in a box marked with the combat vehicle’s REALTRAIN number
and turns the box in to the ASP. The ASP NCO replaces material as required to prepare

V the basic load for issue the next day.

5-5. Securing Weapons and Equipment

a. If additional tactica l exercises are to be condu cted on the same day, vehicle
crew members prepare their vehicles and weapons for the next exercise while the senior
contro ller is conducting the Controller Debrief. Preparation includes the correction of
radio and weapons malfunctions and combat vehicle service and minor maintenance as

I 

. 
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required. The Controller Debrief is normally of short duration ; therefore, the time avail-
able for preparing the combat vehicles and weapons for the next exercise will be short.
Malfunctioning combat vehicles and weapons that cannot be repaired during this Limited
time should be replaced for the next exercise, assets permitting.

b. After the last exercise of the day, combat vehicles and weapons are secured 
. 

—

after the AAR is held. Weapons are inventoried , cleaned, and placed in a central Storage
area where they can be kept under guard. Combat vehicle service and minor maintenance
is performed at this time .

5-6. Controller Radios and
REALTRA IN Equipment

~
. 4

a. All controllers are involved in the Controller Debrief and the After~Action
Review. When additional exercises are to be conducted on the same day, the senior con-
tro ller issues the OPORDs and briefs the forces for the nex t exercise following the comple-
tion of the AAR. During this time, all controllers prepare their radios and REALTRAIN
equipment for the next exercise. Malfunctioning equipment , i.e., radios, special communi- F-

~~~~~~~~~~~ cations equipment for the M55 I Sheridan and the M60 Tank, and controller optical equip-
ment should be replaced If It cannot be promptly repaired. The boresight of the controller
optical equipment with their weapons should also be rechecked.

b. At the end of the day, controller radios are turned in to a central location
where they can be secured. Malfunctioning radios should be identified. Controller optical
equipment such as bjnocuJars~~~ the lOx telescopewlth theTOWshould alsobeturned in
and secured.



ANNEX E

COMMUNICATIONS EXERCISE

I. General

The communications exercise (COMEX) is an expedient method of training REAL-
TRAIN controllers as well as the personnel who will be manning the Net Contro l Station
(NCS) in the use of REALTRAIN radio-telephone procedures (RTP). It is conducted during
the controller training period prior to the start of a series of REALTRAIN exercises. The
COMEX is a series of radio tr ansmissions that provide practice on proper RIP to be followed
by REALTRAIN controllers.

The entire training mission consists of two exercises (called 1st COMEX and 2nd
COMEX). During the first COME X, each controller n’c~ives message cards on which there is a
REALTRAIN message (e.g., “Sheridan 33 hit by TOV -~2”). This is transmitted verbatim and
the appr opriate controller on the other side (in this case, the cor.troller for Sheridan 33), con- - 

-fIrms the transmission. In the second COMEX, Instead of a REALTRAIN message on the
message card, a situation is described which the controller must transmit using REALTRAIN
RIP. The object of the COMEX is to train controllers. Thus, all controllers should be afforded
the opportun ity to transmit a message and confirm a kill at least once. NCS opera tors com-
plete the NCS sheet as they would during an exercise.

A typical sequence would occur as follows. Each controller Is issued a control ler
V identificatio n card which tells him the REALTRAIN number of his assigned weapons system.

The senior controller (in accordance with his senior controller ’s schedule) issues a message card 
- 

V

to the appropr iate controller who makes a trans mission. This is recor ded at the NCS. The
respondent controller on the other side confirms the transmission. This process continues

V until the senior cont roller ’s message schedule is completed.

A critique Is held at the conclusion of the COMEX highlighting proper and poor use V
of REALTRA IN RIP .

V 2. Part Icipants and Equipment

The COMEX requi res the two senior controllers , all the controllers and the NCS
operators . All participants must have an AN/PRC-77 radio. NCS personnel should use what-
ever radio they will use in the REALTRA L N exercise . The two senior controllers will need
stopwatches or watches with a sweep second hand.

zI.
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3. Radio Train ing

Since some controllers may never have previously used the AN/PRC-77 radio and
most will need a review, it is suggested that the COMEX start with a brief review of procedures
to operate the radio.

4. ‘ COMEX Preparation

Certain components of the COMEX must be prepared locally. They are:

• Controller Identification Cards (1st and 2nd COMEX),

• Message Cards (1St and 2nd COMEX ),

. Senior Controller’s Schedule (1st and 2nd COMEX ), and

• NCS Sheet.

Controller Identification Cards (1st and 2nd COMEX) are 3 x S inch cards that tell
the controller which weapon system he is assigned to, his location, the REALTR AIN number
of his weapon system , and the Crew Helmet Numbers. Each controller is issued one.

5. Conduct of the COMEX

a. Assemble all participants and explain the COMEX.

b. 1)ivide the controllers Into Green and Brown sides. Controllers should
be assigned to the same side (color of helmet cover) they will control
during the REALTRAIN exercises.

c. Issue the controller vehicle/crew/weapon identification cards to the
- controller. Each controller should be assigned to the same weapon

V system that he will control durin g the REALTRAIN exercises.

d. Conduct a radio check for each radio.

V 
e. Locate Green and Brown sides 2~-75 meters apart . Each side should

have a senior controller.

V f. The two senior controllers conduct a time check with the NCS.

- V~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ k 
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EXAMPLES OF CONTROLLER IDENTIFICATION CARD

Example I

GREEN SIDE

You are controller with Sheridan 10.
You are located at coordinates 234561.
The following individual numbe rs are
assigned to you: 50, 99.

Example 2 
-

BROWN SIDE

You are controller with TOW 81.
You are located at coordinates 673215.
The following individual numbers are
assigned to you: 18 ,45.

The Controller Iden tification Cards are the same for the 2nd COMEX but the
REALTRAIN numbers should be changed.

H 
_ _ _ _
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g. Start first COMEX. The appropriate senior controller issues the first
message card to the first controller scheduled to transmit. During the
first COMEX , controllers read verbatim the message on the card during
the transmission, the senior controllers monitor , checking for correct•
ness of RIP. The NCS records the traffic as it would during a real
exercise.

h. The tr ansmissions continue according to the senior controller ’s schedule.

I. Upon termination of the first COMEX, participants are assembled and
the senior controllers critique the performance, using the NCS record of
messages as a basis for comments.

V 
j. The second COMEX. The new controller ident ification cards are issued

and the Green and Brown sides return to their locati ons. The second
COMEX is conducted in the same fashion as the first COMEX. However,
the controllers will be required to transform the message as it appears
on the message card into proper RIP.

k. Reassemble all participan ts and critique.

_ _ _ _  
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INFORMATION ON PLAYER IDENTIFICA~TJ ON CARDS

1st COMEX
GREEN BROWN

PLAYER IDENTIFICATION CARD PLAYER IDENTIFICA11ON CARD

You are controller with Shexidan 10. You are You are controller with SherIdan 48. You are
located at coordinates 234561. The following located at coordInates 321654. fl~e following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 50,99. individual numbers are assigned to you: 57,73.

You arc controller with Sheridan 63. You are You are controller with SherIdan 67. You are
located at coordinates 345612. The following located at coordInates 216543. The following - . -

individual numbers are assigned to you : 43,27. individual numbers arc assigned to you: 15,46. L
You are controller with SherIdan 37. You are You arc controller with Sheridan 33. You are Clocated at coordinates 456123. The following located at coordInates 165432. The following V

individual numbers are assigned to you: 04,85. indivIdual numbers are assigned to you: 69,95

You are controller with TOW 42. You are located You are controller with TOW 81. You are located -
:at coordinates 561234. The following indMduals at coordInates 673215. The following thdMdu,J*

numbers are assigned to you: 36,61. numbers are assigned to you: 18, 45.

You are contro ller with TOW 68. You are located You are controller with TOW 24. You are located
at coordlnatçs 123456. The following individual at coordinates 567321. The following individual
numbers are assigned to you: 52,94. numbers are assigned to you: 40, 11.

You are controller ~dth Scout 49. You are You are controller with Scout 22. You are
located at coordinates 612345. The following located at coordInates 732156. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 75,23. Individual numbers are assigned to you: 07,28.

You are c Mtrolleiwith Scout 92. You are You are controller with Scout 19. You are
located at coordInates 654321. The following 

- located at coordInates 321367. The following
Individual numbers ire assigned to you: 41,18. indivIdual numbers are assigned to you: 98,35.

You are controller with Scout 79. You are You are controller with Scout 97. You are
located at coordinates 543216. The following located at coordinates 215673. The following
Individual numbers are assigned to you: 25,88. IndivIdual numbers are assigned to you: 76, 14.

You are contr oller with INF 12*. You are You are controller with INF 02*. You aie
located at coordinates 432165. The following located at coordinates 632146. Th. following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 48, 32, individual numbers are assigned to you: 91 , 33,
47,93. 83, 34.

You are controller with INF 12b. You are You are controller with INP 02b. You are
located at coordinates 432165. The following located at coordinates 632146. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 81,60, individual numbers are assigned to you: fl , 08,
63,64. 85.

- 1_._
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INFORMATION ON PLAYER IDENTIFICATION CARDS

2nd COMEX
GREEN BROWN

PLAYER IDENTIFICATION CARD PLAYER IDENTIFICATION CARD

.You are controller with Sheridan 35. You are You are contro ller with Sheridan 53. You are
located at coordinates 234561. The following located at coordInates 321654. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 01 , 70. Individual numbers are assigned to you: 88, 40.

You are controller with Sheildan43. You are You are controller with Sheridan 04. You are
located at coordInates 345612. The following located at coordinates 216543. The following
Individual numbers are assigned to you~ 58,16. IndIvidual numbers are assigned to you: 77, 50.

You are controller with Sheridan 95. You are You are controller with SherIdan 55. You are
located at coordinates 456123. fli~ following located at coordInates 165432. The following
Individual numbers are assigned to you: 76,29. IndivIdual numbers are assigned to you: 84,27.

You are controller with TOW 06. You are located You are contro ller with TOW 65. You are located
at coordinates 561234. The following Individual at coordInates 673215. The following Individual
numbers ar e assigned to you: 20,36. numbers are assigned to you: 54,07.

You are controller with TOW 59. You are located You are controller with TOW 11. You are located
at coordinates 123456. The following individual at coordInates 567321. The following individual
nun*ezsare assigned to you: 03,$6. numbem axe assigned to you: 05,23.

You are cgntr~ sr with Scout 7$. You are You are control ler with Scout 96. You are
loca*d at coordississ 612345. The following located at coordinates 732156. The following
indMdual nuabsas ass —~~—d to you: 21, 14. indIvidual numbers me iii~j i~~d to you: 13, 26.

You irs cons.ó$sr with Scout $6. You ass You are controller with Scout 30. You are I ~located at coordInates *54321-. Tb. Mowing located at coordinates 321567. The following
indiv$dusi numbers ate ~~~~-i to you: 44,09. indIvidual numbers are ~~~~ to you: 38,56.

V You ate contr oller with Scout 61. You are You are controller with Scout 30. You are
located at coordInates 543216. The following located at coordinates 215673. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 39,94. indIvidual numbers are assigned to you: 66,73.

You arecont,oljirwjthlNF 74s. Yon are YouarecontrcllerwithlNF25a. Yovare V
located at coordInates 432165. The following located at coordInates 632146. The following
indhrlduai numbers are assigned to you: 03,28, indIvidual numbers are assigned to you: 69, 51,
31,57. 75,89.

You ass co~trofl., with INF 74b. You are You are controller with INF 25b. You are
V located at coordInates 432165. The following located at coordinates 632146. The following

Individual numbers are assigned to you: 46, 15 , indivIdual numbers are assigned to you: 52,87,
98, 82. 99, 71.

I
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MESSAGE CARDS
(1st COMEX)

The Message Cards are 3 * 5 inch cards that contain messages for controllers to F
transmit. They are issued to the appropriate contro ller by the senior controller. The meu~ e
is read verbatim by the controller. The message on the card is the same as the messages of the
“Firer Message” column of the senior controller’s schedule. Only one message should appear
on each card. The message number in the lower right corner indicates the sequence in which
the message should be transmitted. Examples of Message Cards (1st COMEX ):

GREEN 42

MESSAGE: SHERIDAN 33 HIT BY TOW 42

MESSAGE NUMBER: 3

BROWN 81

MESSAGE: 18 AM) 45 HIT BY INDIRECT FIRE V

AND CONFIRMED

MESSAGE NUMBER: 7

L 
i

V V - -
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MESSAGE CARDS
(2nd COMEX)

The 2nd COMEX Message Cards serve the same purpose as the 1st COMEX Message
Cards and are handled the same way. The difference is in.the wording. In the 2nd COMEX
Message Cards a situation is described that the contro ller must transmit using REALTRAIN
RTP instead of reading the message verbatim.

Example of Message Cards (2nd COMEX )

BROWN 53

MORTA R ROUNDS IMPACT 15 METERS
TO THE LEFT OF THE TRACK YOU ARE
WITH. THE TRACK IS “BUTFONED UP”
BUT CREWMEN 13 & 70 WERE STANDING

BETWEEN THE iMPACT AREA AND THE
TRACK. 

V

MESSAGE NUMBER: 1

SENIOR CONTROLLER’S SCHEDULE
(1st and 2nd COMEX)

The senior controller ’s schedule tells ea~h senior controller which controller is
supposed to transmit a message, what the controller is to say, which message is to be tr ans-
mitted , and what the appropriate controller reaction on the other side should be. Both
senior controllers must have a copy of the senior controller ’s schedule. The 1St aid 2nd
COMEX senior contr oller ’s schedu les are identica l except that the REALTRAIN numbers
are different.

-~~ -_ _g_~~~~~~ _ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — . . .
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SENIOR CONTROLLER’S SCHEDULE
(Iii COMEX)

Controllers Fber Message Niuabst T~~et Mes~ pr ~~ V
Green 42 SHERIDAN 33 HIT BY TOW 42 1 

- 

SHERIDAN 33 CONFIRMED V
Brown 02* 60 HIT BY 17 2 60 CONFIRMED (12b)

Brown 48 SCOUT 92 HIT BY SHERIDAN 48 3 SCOUT 92 CONFIRMED
Brown 81 SHERI DAN 3? HIT BY TOW 81 4 SHERIDAN 37 CONFIRMED

Green 12b SCOUT 22 HIT BY LAW 63 5 SCOUT 22 CONFIRM ED
Brown 67 UNKNOWN PC AT COORD 123456 

— 

—

_______ HIT BY SHERIDAN 67 6 TOW 68 CONF iRMED

Green 12* 08 HIT BY 93 7 08 CONFIRMED (02b)
Green 10 SCOUT 19 HIT BY SHERIDAN 10 8 SCOUT 19 CONFIRMED

Brown 24 SCOUT 49 HIT BY TOW 24 9 SCOUT 49 CONFIRMED
Green 12a 32 AND 47 HIT BY INDIRECT

________  

FIRE AND CONFIRMED. 10 
_______________________

Brown 02b 
- 

SHERIDAN 63 HIT BY LAW 72 11 
- 

SHERIDAN 63 CONFIRMED
- 

- Brown 02a SHERIDAN 63 HIT BY LAW 83 12 SHERIDAN 63 CONFIRMED

Green 63 SHERIDAN 67 HIT BY SHERIDAN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

63 13 SHERIDAN 67 CONFIRMED
Brown 97 APC 12 HIT BY SCOUT 97 20 MM 14 - APC 12 CONFIRMED
Brown 19 UNKNOWN APC AT COORD

567321 HIT BY SCOUT I92O MM 15 TOW 24 CONFIRMED

Brown 02a 81 HIT BY 62 16 81 CONFIRMED (12b)
Green 12b 72 HIT BY 64 17 72 CONFIRMED (02b)

Brown bl I 8AND 4S HIT BY INDIRECT FIRE V
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

AND CONFiRMED 18 _____________________

Green 37 SHERIDAN 48 HIT BY SHERIDAN V
_______  

37 -_
19 SHERIDAN 48 CONFIRMED

Green 49 TOW 81 HIT BY SCOUT 49 20 MM 20 TOW 81 CONFIRMED
Brown 33 TOW 42 HIT BY SHERIDAN 33 21 

- 

TOW 42 CONFIRMED

Brown 22 SCOUT 97 HIT BY SCOUT 22 20 MM 22 SCOUT 97 CONFIRMED
Green 79 APC O2 HIT BY SCOUT 79 2O MM 23 APCO2CONFIRMED

Green 92 INF IN WOODUNE COORD 632146
_________ HIT BY SCOUT 92 20 MM 24 91 , 33, 83 , 34 CONFIRMED (02a}

Green 2* 85 HIT BY 93 25 85 CONFIRMED (D2b)

- 
Green 68 SHERIDAN 33 HIT BY TOW 68 26 SHERIDAN 33 CONFIRMED
Brown 02b 48 HIT gy 83 27 48 CONFIRMED (12a)

_ 4__ ._
~ 
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SENIOR CONT ROLLER ’S SCHEDULE
(2nd COMEX)

- Message
Controllers Firer Message Number Target Message

Green 06 
- 

SHERIDAN 55 HIT BY TOW 06 1 SHERIDAN 55 CONFIRMED
Brown 25* 46 HIT BY 69 2 46 CONFI RMED (7*)

Brown 53 SCOUT 86 HIT BY SHERIDAN 53 3 SCOUT 86 CONFIRMED
Brown 65 - 

SHERIDAN 95 HIT BY TOW 65 4 SHERIDAN 95 CONFIRMED

Green 74b SCOUT 96 HIT BY LAW 98 5 SCOUT 96 CONFIRMED
Brown 04 UNKNOWN PC AT COORD 123456

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
HIT BY SHERIDAN 04 6 TOW 59 CONFIRMED

Green 74* 71 HIT BY ~7 7 71 CONFIRMED (25b)
Green 35 SCOUT 30 HIT BY SHERIDAN 35 8 SCOUT 30 CONFIRMED

Browni l SCOUT 78HIT BY TOW II 9 SCOUT 78 CONFIRMED
Green 74* 28 AND 31 HIT BY INDIRECT t1FIRE AND CONFIRMED. 10 _____________________

Brown 2% SHERIDAN 43 HIT BY LAW 52 II SHERIDAN 43 CONFIRMED

- 

Brown -25* SHERIDAN 43 HIT BY LAW 75 12 SHERIDAN43 CONFIRMED

Green 43 SHERIDAN 04 HIT BY SHERIDAN
43 13 SHERI DAN 04 CONFIRMED.

Brown 41 APC 74 HIT BY SCOUT 41 20 MM - 14- APC 74 CONFIRMED 
-

Brown 30 UNKNOWN APC AT COORD
56732 1 HIT BY SCOUT 30 20MM 

- 15 TOW 11 CONFIRMED V

Brown 2~a 46 HIT BY 87 16 46 CONFIRMED (7*)
Green ?4b 52 HIT BY 82 17 52 CONFIRMED (2%)

Brown 65 54 AND 07 HIT BY INDIRECT FIRE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

AND CONFIRMED 18
Green 95 SHERIDAN 53 HIT BY SHERIDAN

_______  

95 19 SHERIDAN 53 CONFIRMED

Green 78 TOW 65 HIT BY SCOUT 78 20 MM 20 TOW 65 CONFIRMED
Brown 55 TOW 06 HIT BY SHERIDAN 55 21 TOW 06 CONFIRMED

Brown 96 SCOUT 41 HIT BY SCOUT 96 20 MM 22 SCOUT 41 CONFIRMED
Green 67 APC 25 HIT BY SCOUT 61 20MM 23 APC 25 CONFIRMED

Green 86 INF IN WOODLINE COORD 632146
________  HiT BY SCOUT 8620 MM 24 69, 51, 75, 89 CONF1RM ED~2S.)

Green 74. 87 HIT BY 57 25 87 CONFIRMED (2%)

Green 59 SHERIDAN 55 HIT BY TOW 59 26 SHERID AN 55 CONFIRMED
Brown 25b 03 HIT BY 75 27 03 CONFIRMED (74*)

~~~~~~~~~~
- -. ‘ -V 
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MESSAGES FOR THE 2nd COMEX
Message No. I
Green 06

The TOW you are with sees Sheridan 55 cross over a ridgeline at a range of 1500
meters. The TOW fires and you determine that the Sheridan was hit.

Message No. 2
Brown 25a

You are following dismoun ted infantry from the track you are with when they come
into contact. Rifleman 69 fires his weapon and calls out “46.”

Message No. 3
Brown 53

The Sheridan you are with sees Scout 86 moving along a tree ine at a range of 800meters and fires at it. You determine that Scout 86 was hit.

Message No. 4
Brown 65

The TOW you are with sees Sheridan 95 cross over a ridgeline at a range of 1500 
V

meters. The TOW fires and you determi ne that the Sheridan was hit.

Message No. S
Green 74b -

You are following some dismounted infantry from your track when they see Scout
96 on a trail about 200 meters away. Rifleman 98 pIcks up a LAW and fires . You determine

V that Scout 96 is hit.

Message No. 6
Brown 04

V The Sheridan you are with sees an APC forward of a tree line at a range of 1700 meters
but because of sun reflection , the REALT RAI N number cannot be seen. The Sheridan fires andyou determine that the APC was hit. You figure that the APC was at coordinates 1 23456.

Message No.7
Green 74a

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when theycome into contact. RIfleman 57 fires his weapon and calls out “71.”

~~ ~~~~~



Message No.8 
V

Green 3S

The Sheridan you are with sees Scout 30 moving along a woodline at a range of 800
meters and fires at it. You determine that Scout 30 was hit.

MessageNo.9
Brown I I

The TOW you are with sees Scout 78 cross over an exposed ridgeine at a range of ‘
- -

1500 meters. The TOW fires and you determine that the scout vehicle was hit.

Me age No. I0
Green 74a

r

You are dismounted with two men from the track (28 and 31) when a fire marker
drops 3 artillery simulators 20 meters away. You determine that 28 and 31 are casualties.

Message No. 11
Brown 25b

You are following some dismounted infantry from your trac k when they see
Sheridan 43 on a trail about 75 meters away . Rifleman 52 picks up a LAW and fires. You
determine that Sheridan 43 is hit.

MesssgeNo.~~2
Brown 25a V

You are following some dismounted infant ry from your track when they see
Sheridan 43 on a trail about 100 meters away . Rifleman 75 picks up a LAW and fires. You
determine tha t Sheridan 43 is hit.

V Message No. 13
Green 43

V The Sheridan you are with sees Sher idan 04 cross an open field at a range of 700
meters. Your Sheridan fires and you determine that Sheridan 04 was hit.

Message No. 14
Brown 41

The scout you are with sees APC 74 moving along a treeline about 200 meters away
and fires its 20 mm gun. You determi ne that the APC was hit.

~

____ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Meuage No. I5 V
Brown 30

The scout vehicle you are with sees an APC forward of a treeline at a range of 300
meters but , because of sun reflec tion , the REALTRA IN number cann ot be seen. Your scout
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ You figure that the APCwasat
coordinates 567321.

Message No. 16
Brows 2Sa

You are following dismounted infantry from the trac k you are with when they comeinto contac t. Riflem an 87 fires his weapon and calls out “46.” —

Message No. 17
Green 74b

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you art  with when they comeinto contac t. Riflem an 82 fires his weapon and calls out “52.”

Message No. 18
Brown 65

You are dismount ed with two men from the tra ck (54 and 07) when a fire markerdrops 3 artIllery simulators 20 meters away . You determine tha t 54 and 07 are casualties.
V MessageNo 19

Green 95 
V

The Sheridan you are with sees Sherid an 53 cross an open field at a range of 700meters. Your Sher idan fires and you determine that Sherid an 53 was hit.

M~uage No. 20
Green 78

You are with Scout 78 when he sees a TOW track (65) moving along a woodline.Scout 78 fires his 20 mm gun from a distance of 200 meters and you determine that TOW 65was hit.

Message No. 21
Brown 55

The Sheridan you are with sees a TOW track (06) cross over an exposed ridgeline.Your Sherid an fires and you determ ine that the TOW track was hit. V

t • i 
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Mess.geNo.22
Brown 96

The scout vehicle you aie with sees another scout vehIcle (41) moving along a wood-
V line and firest at It with the 20 mm gun. You determine that Scout 41 was hit.

Message No. 23
Green 61

The scout vehicle you are with sees APC 25 cross an open field. Your scout fires Its
20 mm gun and you determine that APC 25 was hit.

Message No. 24
Green 86

The scout vehicle you are with sees dismounted infantry In a woodline about 200 t
V meters away . Neither you nor the scout TC can identify any REALTRAIN numbers. You

figure the infantsy is at coordinates 632146 and the scout fires Its 20 mm gun at the infantiy .

Message No. 25
Green 74a V

V You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when they come
V Into contact. Rifleman 57 fires his weapon and calls out “87.”

MeiepgeNo.26
- Gre sS9 

V 
V

The TOW you are with sees Sheridan 55 cross over an exposed ridgeline at a range
of 1500 meters. The TOW fires and you determIne that the Sheridan was hit.

Message No. 27
Brown 2Sb

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when they
come in to con tact . Rifleman 75 fires his weapon and call; out “03.”

- - - — - 
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CONTROLLER CASUALTY/DAMAGE RECORD (NCS LOG)

DATE:______ EXERCiSE NUMBER: RECORD ER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

(P k/hI.iw)
GREEN FORCE: BROWN FORCE :

Vehicle Vehicle
Type No. Helmet Numbers Type No. Helmet Numbsn

~ I I

I t  i i  I ~i— I
t I I I - 

__________ I I I f ...—
~~~l t  i i i  —

_ _  _ _  

I t  I I  I— I I —

I . ,  I I I I I — 

V

_ _  _ _  

‘ Ii i  I I —

I I  i i I I  —

I I I I I I I — 
V

1 I i  I —

1 I I I
_________ _________ I u I i _________ __________ I I ~~_ .

(The above portion will be f illed out before the exercise.)

Thne Start: _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Time Terminated : 
_ _ _ _ _ _

EVENT SEQUENCE RECORD
V 

Time of Time of
Target Firer Fire Confirm Comments, Notes

~~~i:_~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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EXAMPLE OF A PROPERLY FILLED IN
CONTROLLER CASUALTY/DAMAGE RECORD (NCS LOG)

DATE: ~~ - EXERCI SE NUMBER: ft~ COR~ ER;~~P~~ ‘45(øiTh~ V

V -

GREEN FORCE: BROWN FORCE :
Vehicle Vehicle
Type No. Helmet Numbers Type No. Helmet Nvmb.a

_ _  
/0 ID;,, ’ I I 651 ‘i~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~~-‘-- “ ~~~~~~~~ I ~ ~ci ‘~? I$51 $Q °’I , 95 ’ 1 , fjj~~~~~~~Ict5~ I I
~~~~~ ‘M ~% i ’el I i 1bI~ 31 ~g 

IcI~~ ~4 j. to I i i  I
II’4 ~~q ‘

~~~~~~
-i ~3 I u’f .~e, o’7

114 ~~ ‘4,~ sf~ ~ 
I_ tI~4 ~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~

~14 p~c~ ~~~ I_ ~‘4 ~i ‘l’ i’~
JJJ ta ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  

o~ I I 

V

~~
V

_________ ________ I I 
_________ _________ I i I

(The above portion will be filled out bef ore .the exercise.)

Thue Start: ~I I ~~ TimeTennInstsd:12’~c
EVENT SEQUENCE RECORD

Thneof Timeof 
V

Target Firer Fire Confirm Comansnte, Notes V

SilCI&3 ~~ t4~~ ~~~~ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

V (co 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

uc5 sf5 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

V Sc~r~~ stte~~42 u51 1157 
V

-

V ~ rt’Q. ~1 To ‘~~ ~~ I ~~~ I ~~~~~
V 

$C.T ~~ lao ~ I ?

_ _ _ _  

S~~#E~~~ 

(0’7 ~~~~~~ ~~~ o uIJ*~ ~~~~. jj t 1?.3 *5’

:~~
_

~~~~~ :~~~~
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EVENT SEQUENCE RECORD
- (Continuation Sheet)

Time of Thes ef
Target Fleer Cosasesats, Netus

_ _ _ _ _  

SeX I ?~~ 5~ 
I

V AP~ o~. ~~~ ~~ ~~43~~ 
(
~~3

•
~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

33,
V 93 3t(. ~5c.T I?~(4 0 ~~4O ~~ F c~ & ~~~ i ’16

V 

_ _ _ _  

903 ‘~ 4l I?4/ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~~~ Ta’~-)~~ /?~~3 ‘~V3 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

,~~4Ic’ / d~~c~~~~ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

- 

- 

-

_______ _________________________ ____________ ____________ 

V

-_ _____
_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.

___________ ________________________ ____________ ___________ ________________________________________

.
.-~~ - -

__________ ~~~~~ -
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EVENT SEQUENCE RECORD
(Cont inuation Sheet)

Time of Tuneof
Target Flier Fir, Costless Com ments, Notes 

:

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  -

I~ S~fER.. 10 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Scr 4Cl 1~~~~ k4- I?~~ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~~J 4?~ J) ~~~cT ~~~E 
~~~~ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t

st~C 63 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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-

_ _ _ _  ~~ (~ D~~~ ~~~4 I~ a~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PQ_ ~~5~~3~ I
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t~~~-l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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EVENT SEQ JENCE RECORD

_______ - 

(Continuation SI~eet) 
- 

-
~ -

.Tiseof 1~~eof 
-

V Target Flier Comments, Notes

V 

- - c - - 
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— V V 
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ARMORED CAVALRY COM~AT VEHICLES
AND WEAPONS SY$TEMS

The discussion in this section is geared to the standard tacti cal element configuration
of armored cavahy units. An armored àavairy platoo n will include a command section, a scout
section , an armor section, an Infant ry section , and a mortar section ; however, the particul ar
combat vehj~1es and weapons systems found in the tactical elements of any given armored
cavalry unit may vary between theate rs. Indiv idua l armored cavalry combat vehicles and their
weapons systems are discussed in the paragraphs that follow In terms of how each is outfitte d 

,. 
-
~for - REALTR AIN training. COntro l Procedures for employment of each type of weapon are

also described here.

A. The M l 14 Armored Command and Reconna issance Carr ier 
- -

( 1) General : The M 114 arm ored comman d and reconnaissance car rier may be
found in the command section and/or the scout section of irmored cavalry units. When used
in an armored cavalry unit, the vehicle Is normally equipped with an M 139 20 mm gun and anM60 7.62 mm machine gun .

(2) Contr oller’s Communicat ion,: The contr oller on an Ml 14 armored command
and reconnaissance carrier is norma lly equipped with an AN/PRC -77 radi o. The radio may be Vused with or without a headset; however, the use of a headset Is recommended . In order to V

use the lOx controller telescope, Which is boresighted with the Ml 39 20 mm gun , the controller
must ride on top of the M l 14; therefo re, It Is recommended that the AN/PRC-77 be worn ~backpack.

(3) Weapon! M60 7.62 mm Machine Gun - -

V 
(a) Controller Optica: Controller optics consist of a pair of 6 x SO binocularsthat ate used to verify M60 7.62 mm machine gun hits.

V (b) Signature Simulator: The weapon signature of the M60 7.62 mm machine
gun is simulated with the use of a blank firing adap ter and blank 7.62 mm ammunition. Thecontroller should ensure, before the start of an exercise, that the blank firing adapter Is prop-erty installed on the M60 MG. Hits are assessed during an ~xercise only if the M60 MG isactually fired.

(C) Rules of Engagement for the M60 7.62 mm Machine Gun: The M60 7.62mm machine gun Is a manually fIred weapon that may be used for either direct (point) or sup-pressive fire.

V 
~~ V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -V 
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• The rules of engagement for direct fire arc as follows: V

— The gunner brings the target under fire and fires a six (6)
round burst for personnel or a twenty-five (25) round
burst for unarmored vehicles.

— The contro ller observes the target with the aid of 6 x 50
binoculars held at the same level as the M60 machine gun.

— I a hit is verified , the controll cr transmits over the control
net: 27 HIT BY M60 40, 27 HIT BY M60 40, or JEEP 15 

V

HIT BY M60 40, JEEP 15 HIT BY M60 40. (Note : If the 
- 

-

controller verifies the hit but is unable to read the target
REALTRAIN number, some other means must be used to
identify the target. For example , J EEP IN TREE LINE AT
687543 HIT BY M60 40, JEEP IN TREE LINE AT 687543
HIT BY M60 40.)

— The contro ller with the opposing force locates the target,
notifies him that he has become a casualty and transmits V

on the control net: 27 CONFIRMED , 27 CONFIRMED
or: JEEP 15 CONFIRMED, JEEP 15 CONFIRMED. P

V 

• V The rules of engagement for suppressive fIre are as follows :

— The gunner informs the controller of the area that is being
placed under suppressive fire. V

— The controller identifies the area over the control net, e.g.: V

M60 40 PLACING SUPPRESSIVE FIRE ON WOODED
AREA 200 METERS SOUTH OF HILL 98, M60 40 PLAC- V 

-

INC SUPPRESSIVE FIRE ON WOODED AREA 200 METERS
SOUTh OF HILL 98.

— The controller with the tactical element receiving suppressive
fire announces: YOU ARE BEING SUPPRESSED , YOU ARE
BEING SUPPRESSED. V 

-

— To terminate suppression , the controller with the firing element
announces: SUPPRESSIVE FIRE LIFTED, SUPPRESSIVE FIRE
LIFTED.

;i~~
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— When the suppressive tire is lifted , the controller where the fire had
been placed announces: YOU ARE NO LONGER BEING SUPPRES-
SED, YOU ARE NO LONGER BEING SUPPRESSED.

— The controller with the tactical element receiving suppressive fire
announces casualties by transmitting over the control net: 98 HIT
BY M60 4G SUPPRESSIVE FIRE, 98 HIT BY M60 40 SUPPRESSIVE
FIRE AND CONFIRMED.

(d) Damage and Canalty Assessment for the M60 7.62 mm Machine Gun:
The M60 7.62 mm machine gun ii effective against exposed personnel and unarmored vehicles
to a range of 1,100 meters. The gun must be fired to inflict casualties. If the weapon misfires,
no casualties are inflicted.

• Damage and casualty assessment proceudres for direct fire are as
follows:

— Exposed troops up to I ,lOO meters in range become casualties
when they are brought under direct fire. A burst of six (6)

V 

rounds is required for each troop declared a casualty.

- — A bunt of twenty-five (25) rounds will destroy an MI S)
(jeep) and other unarmored vehicles up to a range of 1,100
meters. All on-board personnel are asseised as casualties.

• Damage and casualty assessment procedures for suppressive fire
are as follows:

— Exposed troops who fall to get into the prone position or take
cover when they come under suppressive fire are declared
casualties.

— While in the prone position, troops may return fire or crawl
to a covered position, but if they expose themselves while
the gun is firing, they are declared casualties.

(4) Weapon: MI39 2O mm Gun

(a) Controller Opus: Controller optics, used to verify Ml 36 20 mm gun
hit s, consist of a lOx telescope which is mounted on the gun assembly. The lOx telescope is
installed as follows:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



• Ensure that the gunne r ’s Ml 20 6x telescope located on the left
side of the gun assembly is boresighted with the gun.

• Remove the rear peep sigh t from the gun assembly by removing
the two peep sight mounted screws.

• Secure the controller ’s I Ox telescope on the gun assembly with 
Vthe peep sight mounting screws in the same position where the

peep sight is located . V

• Have the gunner center the cross hairs in his MI 20 6x telescope
on a target at a range of app roxi mately 3 .000 meters. 

, 
-

• Adjust the controlle r’s I Ox telescope for azimuth and elevation 
V 

-

until its cross hairs are centered on the gunner’s target and clamp
the lOx telescope into place.

The I Ox telescope should be checked whenever possible dur ing an exercise to ensure that Its 2
cross hairs ar e still aligned with the cross hairs in the gunner ’s M 120 6x telescope .

(b) Signature Simulator: Blank firing adapters and blan k 20 mm ammunition V -

are not curre ntly availab le for the M I 39 20 mm gun ; however , as an interim proc edure M l 17
Booby Trap flash Simulators are used to simulate the signature of the weap on. When used ,
the M l 17 Booby Tra p Flash Simulators must be installed on the Ml 14 combat vehicle pr ior - 

- 
V

to the start of the exercise. Proc edures for installing the Ml 17 Booby Trap Flash Simulat ors
are as follows-: 

-

• Secure a two (2) inch x four (4) inch board across the front of
the vehicle on the lower edge of the trim vane. 

V

• Nail M l 17 Simulators at six (6) inch intervals on the two (2)
inch x four (4) inch board.

• Connect trip wires to the Ml 17 Simulato rs and run the trip wires V

back throug h the engine cover handles to the controller ’s position
on the top of the vehicle.

(c) Rules of Engagement for the M139 20 mm Gun : The M 139 20 mm gun
is effective against personnel, crew served weapons and light armored vehicles. Ammunition
t.~r the gun is normally HE IT and APIT mix-linked. The gun can be fired in either $ single
.hoi. live (5) round burst or aut omatic mode. The five (5) round burst mode is normally
aid for RFALTRAIN. The rules of engagement for the M 139 20 mm gun are as follows:

27
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• The gunner, who is normally the vehicle commander , alerts the
crew and the controller by announcing: 20 MIKE MIKE TRACK- V

INC. V

• The controller sights through the controller optical system to -

verify target acquisition. 
-
~

• When the gunner announces fire, the controller detonates an
M I 17 Booby Trap Flash Simulator to simulate a five (5) round V

buzs~

• If target acquisition was verified , the controller transmits the -

hit over the control net by announcing: APC 20 HIT BY 20
M1KE MIKE 13, APC2 1 HIT BY 2O MIKE MIKE 13. (Note :
If the target REALTRA IN number cannot be read with the
assistance of the controll er optics, some other means must be
used to iden ti fy the target , e.g., APC AT 687534 HIT BY 20
MIKE MIKE 13, APC AT 687534 HIT BY 20 MIKE MIKE
13.) -

k V • The controller with the opposing force notifies the tactical
element that it has become a casualty and verifies the hit by
announcing over the control net: APC 21 CONFIRMED; V 

- 

V

APC 21 CONFIRMED, or: APC 18 AT 687534 CONFIRMED - .

APC 18 AT 687534 CONFIRMED. - —

(d) Damage and Casualty Assessment for the M 139 20 mm Gun : The M I39
20 mm gun is effective against targets to a range of 1,800 meters. Damage and casualty assess-
ment procedures are as follows: V 

V

• Exposed personnel within 30 meters of the impact of a five (5)
round burst are declared casualties.

V • One five (5) round burst will immobilize a M551 Sheridan,
destroy the vehicle’s communications and render two (2) crew-
men casual ties.

V • One five (5) round burst will destroy all other unarmored and
lightly armored vehicles and render all personnel on board
casualties.

• Two five (5) round bursts will destroy a M55 1 Sheridan and
render all personnel on board casualties. 

—~~~ -~~ - -  - - *~~~~~~~~~~~
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B. The Mi Si %-Ton Gun Truck (Jeep)

(I) General: The MI 51 34-Ton Gun Truck may be found in the command section
and /or the scout section of armored caval ry unit s. When used as a combat vehicle in armored
cavalry units , the Ml 51 is normally equipped with a pedestal mounted M60 7.62 mm machine
gun.

(2) Controller ’s Commun ications : The controller on a M l 51 Gun Truck is normal-
V ly equipp ed with an AN/PRC -77 radio. The radio may be used with or without a headse t; how-

ever, the use of a headset is recommended. The AN/PRC-77 radio is normally secured to the
back of the fron t seat on the passenger ’s side of the vehicle.

(3) REALTRA1N Procedures for the M60 7.62 mm MG: See paragraph A(3) of
this Annex for the REALTRAIN procedures applicable to the M60 7.62 mm machine gun.

C. The M l 13 Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicle-TOW Equipped

(1) General: The M I 13 Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicle equipped with the TOW
missile and a M2 .50 cal. machine gun may be found in the scout section of armored cavalry
units. The TOW missile may be fired from a pedestal mount in the vehicle or dismounted and
fired from a tripod mount.

(2) Controller’s Communications: The controller on a M 11 3 TOW-equipped
Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicle is normally equipped with an AN/PRC-77 radio. The radio
may be used with or without a headset; however , the use of a headse t is recommended. The
AN/PRC-77 radio may be secured to the top of the M I 13 vehicle or worn by the controller
as a backpack. Since the controller may be required to dismount from the vehicle, wearing
the radio as a backpack is recommended. V

(3) Weapon : M iSt TOW Mlasile

(a) Contr oller Optics: Controller optics for the Ml 51 TOW consist of a lOx
telescope that is used to verify TOW missile hits. The controllers ’ I Ox telescope is installed as
follows:

• Secure the I Ox telescope to the mount on top of the gunner ’s
13x sight.

• Have the gunner center the cross hairs in the I 3x sight on a target
at a range of approximately 1 ,500 meters.

______________ ~=-~~~i;:., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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• Adjust the controller’s I Ox telescope for azimuth and elevati on
until its cross hairs are centered on the gunner’s target and clamp
the lOx telescope into place.

(b) Signature Simulator: The signature of the TOW may be simulated withthe use of either the Blast Simulator or a M l 16 Grenade Simulator. The Blast Simulator isused in conjunction with the missile simulator round (MSR) to prepare the weapon for firing,the firing wires of the Blast Simulator are attach ed to the two alligator clips located in the rearof the MSR. When the gunner triggers the TOW weapon, the simulator is detonated by electricalcurrent from the TOW system. When the Blast Simulator and the MSR are used, care must betaken to insure that all personnel are clear of the rear of the MSR before the weapon is fired.When the Ml 16 Grenade Simulator is used, the simulator is placed approximately 15 metersto the rea r of the weapon. An electric blast ing cap is tap ed to the MI 16 and connected byclaymore wires to a M57 Firing Device at the controller’s position adjacen t to the weapon.When the gunner gives the fire command, the controller activates the M57 which detonates theelectric blasting cap and the M l 16 Grenad e Simulator. Care must be taken before activatingthe M57 Firing Device to insure that all personnel are clear of the Ml 16 Grenade Simulatorwhich was placed to the rear of the weapon to protect troops from injury by flying debris.
(C) Rules of Engagement for the TOW Missile: The TOW missile is a tubelaunéhed, optically tracked, wire-guided missile that is classified as a heavy antitank weapon.The rules of engagement for the TOW missile are as follows:

L

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
he announces TRACKING.

• Upon hearing the gunner announce TRACKING, the controllerV begins to track the target through his I Ox telescope, estimates
the range to the target and determines the missile’s flight time.(The velocity of the TOW missile is 200 meters per second,
therefore, missile flight time in seconds target range (In meters)
divided by 200.)

• When the gunner triggers the TOW (or announc es FIRE) and themissile signature simulator detonates , the contr oller starts a
V countdown of the missile flight time. (If the missile signatureV simulator fails to detona te , the controller announces MISFIR E.)

• The controller announces, if in his judgment the flight path ofthe missile was obstru cted by vegetation or terra in, MISSI LEIMP AcTED 200 METERS SHORT OF TARGET.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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• At the end of th e fligh t time, If the cross hairs of the control-
ler’s I Ox telescope are on the target and the flight path of the
missile was not obstructed , the contr oller announces a hit by
transmi tti ng on the control net APC 41 HIT BY TOW 76, APC
41 HIT BY TOW 76. (Note : If the target REALTRAIN num-
ber cannot be read with the assista nce of the controller ’s I Ox
telescope, some other means must be used to identify the target;
e.g., APC AT 687534 HIT BY TOW 76, APC AT 687534 HIT
BY TOW 76.) 

V

V 
(d) Damage and Casualty Assessment for the TOW Missile: The TOW missilecan hit targets at ranges from 65 to 3,000 meters. Damage and casualty assessment procedures Vfor the TOW missile are as follows:

• Any vehicle hit by a TOW missile at ranges from 65 to 3,000
meters is destroyed and all on-board personnel are declared

V casualties.

• All exposed troops within 10 meters of a hit vehicle are
declared casualties.

• Exposed troops in the TOW backblast zone, which extends
to the rear of the weapon th rough an arc of 90 degrees, are
declared casualties. -

(4) Weapon : M2 .50 Cal. Machine Gun: The M2 .50 cal. machine gun is not recom-mended for use in engagement simulation exercises at the present, because of problems with theblank firing adapter and blank ammunition. The M60 machine gun Is recommended as a sub-stitute weapon, with some modification of the procedures to adjust for the greater lethalityand range (0-1,600 meters) of the .50 cal. machine gun. (See paragraph 6A3a, b, and c thischapter for the play of the M60 7.62 mm machine gun as a substitute for the M2 .50 cal.machi ne gun.)

(a) Damage and Casualty Assessment for the M2 .50 Cal. MG: The proceduresfor direc t (point) fire are as follows:

• Exposed troops up to 1 ,600 meters In range become casualties
when they are brought under direct fire. A burst of six (6)
rounds is required for each tr oop declar ed a casualty .

• A burst of 25 rounds will destroy a M I S I (Jeep) and other
una rmored vehicles up to a range of 1 .600 meter s. All on-board personn el are assessed as casualties.

_ _  
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• A burst of 25 rounds up to a range of 600 meters In the flank
or rear will destroy a M55 I Sheridan or other lightly armored
vehicles and render all personnel on-board casualties.

(b) Damage and Casua lty Assessment for the M2 .50 Cal. MG: The procedures
for suppressive fire are the same as the suppressive fire procedures for the M60 7.62 mm machine
gun. (See paragraph A(3Xc) this Annex.)

D. The M551 Sheridan Armored Reconnaissance Airborne Assault Vehicle

(I )  Gener al: The M 551 Sheridan AR/AAV may be found in the armor section of
armored cavalry units. The vehicle is normally equipp ed with a 152 mm gun/launcher , a 7.62
mm coax machine gun , a M2 .50 cal. machine gun and eight turret smoke grenade launchers.

(2) Controller ’s Communications: The controller on an MS 51 Sheridan AR/AAV
is normally equipped with a REALTRAIN communications set that includes an AN/PRC-7 7
radio and a modified headset kit. Included in the kit is a C-2298 auxilIary control box that V

connects to the loader ’s C-2298. One earphone of the modified headset is connected throu gh
the controller ’s C-2298 to the vehicle’s intercom system. The other earphone is connected
with an audio cable to the ANIPRC-77 radio which is stra pped to the vehicle’s hatch cover.
(For safety reasons , the hatch cover is secured in the open position at all times durin g a
REALTR AIN exercise.) The controller can tran smit over either the vehicle’s intercom sys- :-
tern or the AN/PRC-7 7 radio. A lip microphone connected to the headset is used to transmit
over the vehicle ’s inter phone system. A hand-held microphone connected to an ANIPRC -77
is used for radio transmissions. V~ 

-

(3) Weapon: The 152 mm Gun/launcher:

V (a) Controller Optics: Controller optics consist of a I Ox telescope that is
used to verify 152 mm gun/launcher hits. The lOx telescope is installed as follows:

• Mount and secure a modified missile aft cap with the lOx
telescope in the open breech of the 152 mm gun.

• Boresight the 152 mm gun and the gunner’s sight. (See
FM 17.17 for boresighting procedures.)

• Align the gunner ’s sig?’t stadia reticle at the 1 ,200 meter sight
line with the cross hairs in the controller ’s I Ox telescope.

________ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~- ~~_l& —
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The I Ox telescope should be checked at regular intervals during an exercise to insure that its
cross hairs are properly aligned with the gunner ’s stadia reticle.

(b) Signature Simulator: The weapons signatur e of the 152 mm gun/launcher
is simulate d with either a M l 16 Grenade Simulator or the Hoffman device. Use of the Hoff-
man device is recommend ed. The Hoffman device, which is attac hed to the tube of the 152
mm gun/launcher , is activated by the weapon ’s electrical system when the gunner fires the
weapon . When the M 116 Grenad e Simulator is used, the controll er pulls the arming cord and
throws the simulator out the vehicle hatch when the vehicle command er announces FIRE.
The Hoffman device should be used whenever available rather than the Ml 16 Grenade Simula- rtoT.

(c) Rules of Engagement for the 152 mm Gun/Launcher: The 152 mm gun/launcher on the M55 I Sheridan AR/AAV will fire either conventi onal ammunition or the
Shillelagh mjssile. Conventional ammuniti on includes HEAT, HEP , and BEEHIVE rounds;
however , the canister projectile , i.e., BEEHIVE , is not used in engagement simulation and there 

Vis no difference in the REALTRA IN procedu res for the HEP and HEAT roun ds.

• The rules of engagement for the 152 mm gun/launcher when
conventional ammunition is used are as follows:

— The vehicle commander identifies the target, makes initial V

lay of the gun and alerts the crew by announcing: GUNNER,
HEAT (or HEP), TANK.

— The gunner selects the prop er ammunition index , announces
IDENT iFiED, and makes the final lay of the gun to acquire
the target. -:

— The loader moves the safety switch to “safe ,” simulates
loading the round , switches to “ready ” and announc es UP.

The controlle r observes crew duties to insure prop er pro-
cedures and verifies target acquisition with the I Ox telescope.

— The vehicle commander commands FIRE.

— The gunner announc es ON THE WAY , pauses one second
and fires the Hoffman device.

— The controller announces TARGET (or senses the round) and
immediately transmits over the contro l net TANK 76 HIT BY

- SHERID AN 49, TANK 76 HIT BY SHERIDA N 49.

p — -
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• Rules of engagement when the 152 mm gun/launcher is used to V

fire the Shillelagh missile are as follows: - 

:: 
V

— The vehicle commander identif ies the target, makes the
initial lay of the gun and alerts the crew by announcing:
GUNNER , MISSI LE , TANK.

— The gunner selects the proper ammun ition index , announc es
V IDENT IFI ED and using the conventional sight annou nces Fthe -range to the target and makes the final lay of the gun to

- acquire the target. ~V V  - -

— The loader moves the safety switch to “sa1~,” simulates load-
ing the missile, switches to “read y’ and announces UP.

— Controller observes crew duties to insure proper procedures.
- 

— The controll er verifies the target acquisition with the 10 x
telescope and calculates the time of missile flight. (Time of
missile flight in seconds = target range in meters divided by V

200.)

— The gunner moves the selector switch to “missile,” makes
the final lay of the launch er and announces ON THE WAY. 

-- 

V
- The gunner fires the Hoffman device and continues to track

V 

- the target.

— The controller checks for terrain interference and starts the
missile flight time countdown. (Terrain interference within
the first second will result in missile impact.)

— If the gunner is on target the last three seconds of the missile 
Iflight time countdow n, the controller announces TANK 10 HiT

BY SHILLELAGH 80, TANK 10 HIT BY SHILLELAGH 80.
V V (d) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Thedamage and casualty assessment proceudres for the 152 mm gun/launcher are the same forV both conventional ammunition and the Shillelagh missile. The damage and casualty assess-ment procedures are as follows.

• One hit to a range of 3,000 meters will destroy any vehicle
and render all personnel on-board casualties Exposed person-
nel within 50 meters of a hit vehicle are also declared casualties. 

~~~~
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• One hit to a range of 3,000 meters will destroy a bunker and- render all personnel inside and all exposed personnel within -

50 meters casualti es.

• One hit to a range of 3,000 meters will destroy any crew-
served weapon position and render all personnel within 10
meters casualties.

(4) Weapon: The 7.62 mm Coax Machine Gun : Blank firing adapters and blankammunition are not available for the 7.62 mm coax machine gun; however, the M60 7.62 mm 
- 

-machin e gun can be substituted for the coax. When using the M60 MG as a substitu te weapon,the unu sed ante nna mount plate cover located on the turret of the M55 1 is removed and re-placed with an M60 mount that is fabricated by the TASO. See paragraph A(3) this Annexfor the REAL TRA IN procedures for the M60 7.62 mm MG.

(5) Weap on: The M2 .50 Cal. Machine Gun: The M2 .50 cal. machine gun is notrecomme nded for use in engagement exercises at present because of problems with the blankfiring adapter and blank ammo. The M60 7.62 mm machine gun is recommended as a sub-stitute weapo n. See paragraph A(3) this Annex.

(6) Weap on: Turret Smoke Grenade Launchers: Turret smoke grenade launchersare not played in engagement simulation because of safety problems.

E. The M60 Tank: The M60 Tank may be found in the armor section of the platoonand/or in the tank company of the squa dron. The REALTRAIN equipment requirements andcontrol procedures for this system, which are similar to those for the M55 1 , are given in Part II ,Chapter 4, of this TC.

F. The Ml 13 Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicle

(1) General : The Ml 13 ACAV is a special purpose self-contained fighting unit thatmay be found in the command section and/or the scout sections of armored cavalry units. Itis a light weight vehicle that can operat e over adverse terrain. The M l 13 ACAV may be equipped
V with a M 139 20 mm gun and two side-mounted M60 7.62 mm machine guns or an M2 .50 cal.machine gun and two side-mounted M60 7.62 mm machine guns. 

V

V (2) Controller Communications: Controller communications for the Ml 13 ACAVare the same as the contr oller communi cations for the Ml 14 armored command and reconnais-sance carrier. See paragraph A(2) this Annex .

_ _ _  -
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(3) Weapon Th eM l39 2O mm Gun See paragraph A(4) th~s~~~ 0~
(4) Weapon: The M60 7.62 mm Machine Gun: See paragraph A(3) this Annex.

- 
I C. The M106 Armored Mortar Carrier

(1) General: The Ml06 Armored Mortar Canier is a modified MI 13 ArmoredPersonnel Carrier. The M106, which m a y  be found in the mortar section of annored cavalryunits, is normally equipped with the M30 107 mm mortar and a M2 .50 cal. machine gun .
~~~ M30 107 mm mort ar, which is a crew-served weapon , may be fired from on board theMl06 or set up and fired as a dismounted weapon. (See TC , Indirect Fire Procedures fora di1cu~sio~ of the M30 107 mm mortar REALTRAIN procedures.)

(2) Controller Communications: The two controllers , i.e., the senior mortar con-troller and the assistant mortar controller , are norm ally equipp ed with one AN/PRC-7 7 radio.It is desirable but not absolutely essential that the mortar controllers also be provided with anAN/GRA-39 remote for use in case the controll er ’s radio interferes with the mortar’s radio.
(3) Weap on: M2 .50 Cal. Machine Gun: See paragraphs A(3) and D(5) this Annex.

L_ _
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ANNEX G

USING REALTRAIN IN A PROGRAM OF UNIT TRAINING-V 
A SAMPLE PLAN FOR ARMORED CAVALRY UNITS

Foreword

V The basic Training Circular document , and the first six annexes to it , give detailedinstructions on how to conduct REALT RAIN field exercises in armored cavalry units. Theteam that developed this engagement simulatio n (ES) training guidance has prepar ed the pre-
sent annex or supplem ent to the basic guide on the conduct of REALTRAIN for armoredV cavalry to help the user program several ES training exercises together. It illustrates (byexample) how one might go about planning unit ES training to have more definite aims andpurposes, and how to gather better information on how well the training is producing the

V desired results. It outlines a process that tries to strike a balance between the need for pro-gram structure in order to manage , and the need for prog ram flexibility in order to encouragelearning.

This supp lement trace s through a series of actions the training manager might per-form as he prepares for and uses REALTR AIN field exercises to develop desired unit skillsand knowledge. Training managers to whom this is directed will be squadron or troop officers.Re’atively little attention is given here to administ rative and logisucs support, including routinepreparations for REALTRAIN. These topics are fully covered in the body of the Training
- Circular.

_  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Planning and Execution of V1
Tactical Training by REALTRAIN

Planning and implementation of REALTRAIN training is accomplished in five
steps as fol!ows :

I . In itial (or updated ) training diagnosis.
2. Statin g overall training objectives.
3. Programming training activities and acquiring support .
4. Execution and management of exercises, making training decisions

and modifying the program as needed.
5. Assessing uni t training status at the end of the program in relation

to objectives.

These steps are developed in greater detail below.

1. EstablIsh Training Needs V

Training needs for a given unit are based on best estimates of its present training
status, in relation to all of the knowledg e and skills the unit should possess in order to per-
form its basic missions. Required knowledge and skills can be inferred from descriptions of
reconnaissance and security missions found in FM 1 7-95, cavalry ARTEP documents , and
other sources. This supplement will use examples based on a regimental troop and platoon
TO&E. I -

V Probable training needs are deduced from squadron or troop records and training
schedules, and from discussion s with unit personnel . Training managers will want to consider
the experience of individuals to be trained , their recent trainin g, etc. Considerin g all these
factors , the manag er should establish training needs that represent critical deficiencies. These
may be needs for collective training by squads and sections, or ‘,eeds at the level of platoons
which , of course , will involve basic squad and section proficiency as well as coordination of
squads and sections within the platoon.

To give a concrete example of how a training manager might approach diagnosis of
needs, consider the case of a troop commander who reviews his unit records, talks to his
plato on leaders and senior NCOs, and comes up with the following series of facts or opinions.

4 
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a. There has been a considerable personnel turnover since the last period
of field training involving full platoons. In the meantime , observation
of classroom sessions indicate a general lack of awareness of principles
of maneuver coordination. Also, the training manager has been informed
by cadre NCOs that they question the land navigation skills of the junior
men who are new to the unit.

b. In the last set of unit exercises , tactical reportin g was very sparse , V

and reports were generally inadequate in content , leading to the
need for much radio tra ffic in order to clarify. Troops have had
remedial instruct ion (in garrison) on prop er reportin g procedures
but have not demonst rated the results in a field exercise context.

c. Recent use of the Dunn-Kempf game by platoon leaders showed
deficiencies in understanding and employment of overwatch . In
addition , records show that in the last live-fire exercise , coordination
of fires and reaction times to surprise targets were marg inal.

d. Records show that the present set of platoon leaders have not in ‘ - 
-

the recent past conducted any exercises which used organic mortar
fire.

e. One of the platoon leaders was critiqued severely in his last ARTEP
for poor formation of a plan based on his mission assignment and
OPORD. Several of the section leaders across all platoons are new 

Vto their jobs and their ability to plan , and instruct subor dinates
about the plan , is a big question mark.

f. Elements of two of the troop’s platoons (1st and 3rd) were
critiq ued during their last ARTEP evaluation on their conduct
of screening operati ons for bunch ing up, moving too fast, and
disregarding the use of covered and concealed routes. -

This troop commander could proce ed from this point to develop a REALTRAIN
plan for training which involves only his own personnel and other assets. However , he has
coordinated his training goals with his squadron S-3 shop , and has been told tha t a tank corn-
pany commander wishes to give some of his elements experienc e with combined arms opera-
tions. Supporte d by the S-3, our troop commander meets with this officer to review joint

V training needs, and they settl e on the following trainin g interests or needs on the part of the
tank unit command group. (The squa dron commander is found to be very supp ortive of the
idea of having the cavalry troop and the tankers cooperate in training.) 

V - V - -V
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a. Many tankers have not recentl y been to the field with infantry .
The commander of the squadron tank company wonder s if they
can work together effectively to bridge the armor-infan try tactical
gap.

b. The tankers involved are unfamiliar with the use of indirect fire,
and tend to try to “do it all” with their main guns in field exer-
cses.

c. Another aspect of uncertainty about armor-infantry collaboration
is whether the armor platoon leaders , who would be the team leaders,
will make their plans in a way that is understood by infantry squad
leaders.

Given these needs and inter ests , the two commanders—armored cavalry troop and
tank company —decide to go to the field for REALTRA IN. The entire cavalry troop will par -
ticipate for about two weeks; however , the tankers can only fi eld one platoon (supported by
infan tr y ) for a few days due to other duties. This will be reflected in the training schedule—
but first, training objecti ves for the participating uni ts must be established.

2. Establish Training Objectives

Now, the manager must convert needs to statements of desired improvements , or
objectives. Training objectives in REALTRAIN provide guidance for emphasis in the training
program. They do not cover every aspect of training, since REALTRAIN is not highly con-
trolled, and thus permits learnin g of skills not referred to in the objectives. The manager’s
training objectives stem from his initial training diagnosis. It will be assumed that for the
objectives stated , units can profit from experience and practice in carrying out one or more
major missions prescribed for an armored caval ry platoon. In other words , performing a tactical
mission in REALTRAIN is the way to pr ovide training related to the pre-selected objectives.

Below are given examples of training objectives. These are so stated that their achieve-V men can be dete rmined by judgments based on field observations , information availabl e from
controllers and the NCS, and from the After-Action Review. These sample objectives are geared
to platoon-level operations, which is abou t the highest level organization that can use REAL-
TRAIN. They are based on the examples of diagnosed needs listed in the previous section ,

V and are stated in terms of actions that can be directly Observed , or whose effectiveness in
the exercise will show up in mission accomplishment indicators.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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First, a list of objectives for the cavalry units is shown.

a. On a given reconnaissance mission, uni ts acquire the information
called for by the (rag order. Intr a-platoon activities are efficiently
coordinated to accomplish the reconn aissance mission on time,
while maintaining unit capability to react effectively to enemy
contact.

b. Reconna issance informatio n is transmitted to higher headquarters
without delay and following closely a clear , complete message for-
mat as recommend ed by unit SOP.

c. Platoons will select bound ing overwatch as the movement technique,
in accordance with an estimate of enemy contact as “likely” in all
(rag orders. Any elements taken under fire will have an overwatchi ng
element in position to engage the enemy and/or promptly call for
Indirect fire on the enemy .

d. Direct fire weapon capabiliti es will be supplem ented by using long-
range indirect fires throughou t exercises. Calls for fire will be properly
formu lated , and targets will be accurately located by elements calling
for fire.

e. Subordinat e leaders will carry out their own TLP rapidly and effec-
tively, so that all troops are aware of the mission and their assigned
functions.

f. In securi ty operations, plat oon elements will cover extended fronts
(up to 2 kilometers). Elements will use natural cover and conceal-
ment in moving at prescribed rates of advan ce. Static positions
will maximize observatio n range.

These objectiv es were presented to the tank company commander , who reviewed
them in light of his inter ests and needs. He adopte d “c” and “d” as his own primaiy training
focuses. He was secondarily interest ed in training toward Objective “e”, while Object ives“a,” “b,” and “I” are of margi nal interest to him.

3. Establishing a Training Activity Sequence
and Acquiring Support

After the tr aining manage rs and/or commanders have defined a set of training objec-
tives, the next step is to establish the sequence in which the training to accomplish these objec-tives will be conducted. This forms the basis for selecting unit missions and mission pairings for

hl~~~~~~~ 
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~3Ch ~~ercise, so that the free-play contests betwe en forces will produce learning in a natu ral
progression of steps. Naturally, the scope and nature of this activi ty sequence will dicta te a
set of support requirements which must then be obta ined.

Two main considerations about the training objectives enter into decisions on the
sequence of training:

a. The progression of training should start with a focus on simpler
skills, and lead up to more complex skills, for each unit.

b. The sicilis ar eas covered by only one or two objectives should be
the focus of training early in the sequence. Later , exercises should
require units to “put it all together. ”

To some degree , these considerations will not affect basic mission preferences as
much as they will bear on specific control procedures and observations of performance within
a mission. Because REALTRAIN is a free-play method of tra ining, there is no guarantee that
any particular type of unit performance will or will not be called for by the developing action.
However , the stress placed on differ ent areas of performance can be contro lled to some extent ,and , of course , the After-Action Review can be shaped to give particular attention to aeiected
tactical lessons.

With refere nce to the objectiv es being used as examples here , a sequence of tr aining,
such as the following, might be established .

Cavalry Units

a. Mini-Exercise Phase : Two days allotted. Tra ining will focus on:

(1) Report ing (Obj ective “b”) for scout elements.
(2) Overwatch (Objective “c”) for light armo r.
(3) Mortar squad will conduct separate training, with one firà

marker, firing simulated missions, practicing displacem ent ,
etc.

b. Platoon Exercise Phas e: Six days allotted. The order of emphas is
on objectives is:

Days 1-2: Basic formations , especially overwatch (Objective “c”)
the tro op-leading procedures (Obj ective “e”).

Days 3.4: Reporting of battl efield information (Objective “b”),
and thoroug h reconnaissa nce (Objective “a”).

, 1 

_ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _  
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Day 5.6: Opera tions involving extensive depl oyment (Object ive “r’),use of Indirect fire (Objective “d”), pl,u ill of previousskills areas. In these final exercises, each of two cavalryplatoons goes agains t the combined arms force on succes-sive days.

Combined Arms Team

a. Mini-Exercise Phase: Two days allotted . Iraining emphase, are:
(1) Annor-to4nfant,y plan communic ation (Objectiv e “e”).
(2) Coordination of infant ry-tank movements (Objective “d”).

b. Platoo n Exerc ise Phase: Two days sHotted .~ Training objectivesare sequenced :

Day I :  Objectives “c” and “c.”
Day 2: Objectives “c,” “d” and “e.”

The sequence of att entio n to the variou s tr aining objectiv es can now be related tosuitable armored cavalry missions. REALTR AIN involves free-play engagements between twoopposing forces. Since both forc~i are being trained, training objectives established apply toboth. Hence, two steps are involved:

First: selection of a mission (for each force) that will addre ssthe objective(s) in sequence, and
Second: matching up missions assigned to each side In each exercise,In mission pairs, to cause each force to use skills appropriateto the state d objectives.

Since caval ry units ar e assigned two major types of missions, reconnaissance andsecurity, the fi rst choice is between these types.

The general reconnaj~~nce mission is further subdivided into three types: areareconna issance, zone reconnais1~nce and rou te reconnaissa nce. All three of these missionsrequire many of the same skills at or below the armored cavalry platoon level. Hence, selec-tion of one or anothe r reconna issance mission subtyp e is often made on such bases as:

The1e ire Days 54 of the ca~~~ ~stoon sequence sbo~ . 

.— 
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• avoiding repetition of mission types , to sustain Unit in terest and
motivation; and

• tailoring uni t activiti es to specific terrain opportunities, specific
control procedures to be employed . etc.

Security missions typically employ armored reconnaissance platoon s as screens.
Screens, however , may move or they may occupy static positions. Selection of a moving versus
a static mission calls on different skills, and this choice should be guided by training objectives. -:

To follow through on our example here, the cavalry troop commander has established
the sequence in which training objectives will be addressed. He next selects missions suitable for
emphasizing relevant performance areas at each step. This could take the following form:

Mini-Exercise MI~ lon Stricture

Task Organization: Each of two platoons forms int o two teams. One
team consists of the light armor section, the infant ry squa d and two scout
vehicles. The remaining scouts make up the other team. The third platoon
furnishes controller personnel .

Missions The scout team of each platoon is given a reconnaissance mission
(zone or route). The armor-infant ry scout team is given an opposing move-
men t to contact (MTC) mission . These are assigned by means of appropr iate
frag orde rs.

Concept of Training: Senior contr oHers with the two teams primarily
observe techniques of maneuver In the MTC force , stress reporting In the
scout force . The platoon leader may accompany either force. Any dl f-
ference the plat oon leader ’s presence makes in actions of the force he is
with is noted, On one or more of the mInI-exercIses, the platoon leader
may be withdrawn from the play , and allowed to observe from the senior
controller ’s perspective .

Platoon -Level Exercise Mission Structu re

Task Organization : TO&.E cavalry platoons. Two platoons train, one
furni shes REAL TRAIN contro llers.

~i. _ _ _ _
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Missions:

Day 1 - 1st platoon—Route Recon (Medium Threat)
3rd platoon-MT C

Dsy 2 — lst platoon—MT C
3rd platoon -Zone Rican (Medium Threat)

Day 3 (AM) — 1st platoon— Area Recon
3rd platoon—flank Screen (Stationa ry )

(PM ) — Reverse of above
Day 4 - Both platoons-MTC /Hasty Attack or repeat previous

exercise for remedial purpo ses, extra diagnosis.
Day S - 1st platoon-MaIntenance , remedial training

3rd platoon-Covering force
CA T.am-MTC

Day 6 — 1st platoon—Covering force
3rd platoon-MaIntenance, remedial training
CA Team-Defend/Delay

Concept of Tr’-’~~: A detailed training plan, such as the following illustra
tf~ plan for Day S will be prepared for each exercise. Observations by senior
controllers focus on performance Indicators Included In the plan for each day.
Day 4 is desigeated as elective. MTC missions will be conducted If training
has pro~ amed satisfactorily, or a (modified ) previous exercise will be repeated
If remedial training Is needed.

These planning elements and training concepts are next brought down to a concrete
schedule of operations. Detailed instruc tions on how to prepare for REALTRAIN, administra-
tively and logistica lly, appear in the Training Circ ular. In terms of our specific example, how-
ever 1 we show here a training schedule worked out between the cavalry troop commander and
his tanker counterpart .

4. Executing and Manag ing the Training Program

This section describes a method for a training manager to use to adapt the train ing
program content and sequence to the unit performa nce strengths and weaknesses as these show
up in successive exercises. This management funct ion would most natura lly be performed by
the unit (troop) commander , assisted by the senior controllers (If the commander Is not a senior
controller). T) alnlng management should not be a one-person lob. The person with primary
responsibility should consult with other unit leaders to get their Inputs on unit capabilities and
recommendations for t ra ining decisions.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _  
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REALTRA IN TRAIN ING SCHEDULE

Day T 1+1 1+2 T+3 T+4 T+7
RI Indoctri. Move to MInl.EzercIaes Cavalry Platoon Level TrainingUI -- &~~~~

__ 
Cav. PIt . Se donsj Cav. Plt. Sectiomj Cav.Plt.

Controller Thg. Controller Tag. venus ~~~~~ 
.
~~~~~~~ Ve’~’~

_ _ _ _ _  

(Garrison) (Hands-On) Civ. PU. Secuons Civ. Pit. Secti Civ. PU. Civ. Pit.

~ RT lndoctrj. Move to
~ g ~ natlcn(Gafflscn No Participation By Rang.

-~~ 
-— - Combined Anns Turn

~ No Refrisher Thining
_______ ~ Partlclpsdon 

______________________________________________ 

~~~~~~

Day T+8 1+9 1+10 T+l1

.

~~ 

Cavalry Platoon Training Cavalry & Combined Aims Training

~~ — . CIV. Pit. Civ. Pit Ca’. Pit. Civ. Pit.
PftSW venus P155W venUs
Civ. Pit. Civ. Ph. Civ. Turn Civ. Team

Mini-Exercises avalry & Combined Arms Training

1 J I - - CA Team SScSIOnICA Team Sectloi Civ. Pit. Civ. Pit.
ç~ ~~‘, I venus venus

______  

CA Team SsCtIol4CA Team Section CA Team CA Turn

NOTE: T+S and 1+6 fall on a weekend. No training will be conducted on
these dates.

I
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EXERCISE PLAN

tat Platoon veonis CA Team Platoon, Day S

1. Exercise Obj.dUv~ (Unked to Program Training Objectives)

A. Cavalry Uni t (Green)

( I )  Platoon overwatch techniques while maneuveri ng provide rapid , effec-
tive reaction to enemy direct fires. (Objective “c”)

(2) Platoon maintains contact with squadron headquarters, end keeps squadron
Informed of the developing situa tion . (Objectiv e “b.”)

(3) Platoon uses indirect fire to support maneuver. (Objective “d.”)

B. Combined Arms Team (Brown )

(1) Upon contact, overwatching fires are accurate and prompt. (Objective sc.”)

(2) Infln try-armor elements are well coordinated during operation. (Objective “e.”)

‘12. Unit T k  Organizations

A.~ Cavalry Platoon -Regimental TO&E

B. Combined Arms Team-One tank plat oon (5 tanks), one mechanized infantry
squad. Notional 155 mm art illery in CS. FO assigned to unit.

3. Unit Missions

A. Cavalry Platoon— Flank screen (as part of covering force) on right flank of a CA
force moving to contact. (Frag order attached.)

B. Combin ed Arms Team—MTC. (hag order atta ched.) 
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4. FIxed Control Conditions

See attached map for exercise area outline. Cavalry platoon will move N-S along an axis
centered on Route Black. LD/LC will be Route Blue. Phase lines Joe, Bob, Arthur and
Louis as shown, with coordination points. Their AA will be vicinity (coordinates) and
will be occupied NLT 0730.

Combined arms force will occupy an AA vicinity of the high ground at (coordinates). They
will move Into that position and be briefed one hour before LD time for the cavalry unit.
They ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bounda ry to conceal their eventu al destination from the cavalry unit.

)
5. VarIable Control Condftlons

For the cavalry platoon, a message will be sent from squadron headquarters when they have
crossed Pt. Bob Informing them of suspected enemy act ivity vicinity of 472073 to their flank.
After they have traveled approxImately 500 meters further, indirect fire will kill the vehi~1e
in which the forward scout section leader is riding.

For the combined arms team, phase Lines with NLT times will force the pace of their forward
movement to Insure early contact between forces.

6. Perfumai~c. ~ dk.tn,s

Senior controllers and the train ing manager should focus attention on unit performance
capability in the following areas, in order to judge training progress.

• A. Cavairy Pistoos

~ CUh Arose (Object ive ) Key Performance Demenis

Thorough reconnaissance (2) As speed of movement permits , scouts move laterally to
recon suspected enemy locations. DF and IDF weapons
used to recon by fire when appropriate. Caeck response
to message at Pt Bob.

Reporting (2) Situa tion reports are consistent with SOP. All phase
- lines and coordination points should be reported as

crossed/reached. SPOTREP/SHELREP on pre-planned
kill of scout leader checked for timeliness.

Use of overwat ch (3) Use of boundi ng techniques ~~ march. Response to Infor-
marion at PL Bob In terms of ftag orders, redeployment
to recognize threat. Use of covered/concealed routes.

- - . , - , • - -
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A. Caval ry Platoons (Cont ’d)

Skills Areas (Objective) Key Performance Elements

Use of indirect fire (4) Location of mortar ; use for long-range engagement,
smoke , recon by fire.

Planning profic iency (5) Thoroughness of initial plan. Adherenc e to plan by
all elements. Any changes in plan dUTing exercise are• communic ated , acted upon.

Extended operations (6) Speed , security of movement. Coordination of move-
ment. Pt. positioned for control , knows where his forces
are continuously.

B. Combined Arms Team

Skills Areas (Objective) Key Perfonnance Elements

Use of~.werwatch (3) ELements deployed to minimize losses on contact , maximize
firepower on probable enemy locations encountered. Use of
IF at/beyond main gun range.

Planning pr oficiency (5) PLan allocates tasks prop erly to armor and inf~~try . Both
armor and infantry follow plan, respond to changes in plan. r

(NOTE : SectIon 6, “Perf ormance Indicator s,” could be reproduced separately as an observation
guide for contro llers in the exercise. )

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  :TT 
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Information and Orders to be Given to Platoon Leader,
Third Platoon. C Troop, 3/339 Armored Cavalry

at 0630. Day S

I. Situa tion:

a. Background ; Two days ago, XX Corps, of which we are a part , achieved a penetra-
tion of the enemy ’s main battle area . Elements of XX Corps, to include TF 1/ 115 Armor (a
combined arms battalion-sized task force to which C Troop is attached), have advanced for the (
past 36 hours against little or no resistance. You are just completing a halt for refUOllng and
rest and are receiving your instruct ions for the continued exploitation .

• b. Enemy : The enemy is rapidly rede ploying theatre reserves to conta in our penetra-
• tion and we can expect contact with them sometime toda y . These will probably be elements

of the Fifteenth Combined Arms Army which had been taken out of the line for refitting and
replacements and was about ready to be recommitted. They will be well-equipped, trained

• and rested and have a large proportion of battle -experienced veterans among them. While 
-

•

their air elements were suppressed during our penetration, they have been built up, while
ours are dispersed by the area of the exploitation , so they do have the capability of air str ike
or recon in this area. Assume all aircraft to be hostile.

c. Friendly: IF I / 115 has been assigned the mission of seizing bridges at Townviile on
the Wet River to our south. It is the extreme right flank element of the extended salient of the

• penetration. The TF Is advancing rapidly by multiple mutes and C Troop Is to screen that
• advance, preventing enemy reconnaissance units from penetrating to th ’ main force and forcing

deployment of any attacking elements. Artillery is with IF I / 115 but short on ammo so
screening activities cannot expect priori ty fires.

• 2. Mission: Third Platoon is to screen along route Black from route Blue to phase line Louie.
(Route Black is the right flank route of the TF. )

3. Execution :

a. Concept of Operation: Third Platoon will cross route Blue at 0830. advance south
on route Black and be on phase line Louie NLT 1200. Reconnaissance will be thorough

• enough to detect enemy scout units , which are to be destroyed. You will force larger ele-
-

• ments to deploy and be prepared to support an attack, to defend or withdraw on order.

• b. Coordinating Instnaction : Report passage of all phase lines. Unit SOP and CEOI
in effect.

- 
- 
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c. Essential Elements of Information :

( I )  What enemy forces are operating in the vicinity of route Black? (Number , type,
organization identity?)

(2) What appears to be their intention? (Attack , defend , delay , recon?)

(3) What is the condition of route Black?

d. Supplies and Senic.: Unit SOP
/

~ I

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Information and Orders to be Given to
Combined Anna Team Leader at 0730. Day 5

I . Situation :

a. Background : You are an element of the 500th Tank Regiment of the Fifteenth Com-
bined Arms Army, which has been rest ing and refitting in theatre reserve. Two days ago , the
imperialist forces US XXth Corps achieved a breakthrough of our main battle area and since
then have been ravaging and pillaging in our rear areas. Fifteenth Combined Arms Army has
been brought up to contain the penetration. You are in an assembly area after marching from
the reserve area.

b. Enemy : The Yankee soldiers are now widely dispersed and vulnerable to a
sharp , sudden at tack. Just such a gang of robbers, in combined arms battalion strength, is im-
mediately to our north and advancing rapi dly south. They have an armored cavalry screen
which must be penetrated to get at the main force. They are well equipped and trained and
have high morale . The enemy Air Force has achieved local supremacy and we must assume all
aircraft to be hostile.

c. Friendly : Five Hundredth Tan k Regiment attacks at 0830. Thir d Company, of which
you are a part , attacks on the axis shown on the overlay (each platoon ’s axis also shown) to
destroy enemy forces on mute Black. The 250th Artillery Regiment is in direct support and
an FO of that regiment will accompany your platoon .

2. MIaslon: Attac k on axis as shown to secure Objectiv e 1.

3. Execution :

a. Concept of Opera tion: Third Company attacks with three platoons abreast (two
• flank plat oons notional ) on axis shown. Use rapid bounding overwatch . If you establish con-

tact with the ar mored caval ry screen , neutralize or destroy them quickly if you can with indirect
or long-range direct fire and bypass the m if not. Fourth Compan y (notional ) following in the
second wave, will take care of them. Cross LD at 0830, other phase lines NLT times shown on
overlay and be on Objective l NLT 1200. Be prepared to continue attack.

b. Coordinating Instru ctions: Report passage of all LD, phase lines and arrival on
object ive. Report if unable to meet any phase line time. Unit SOP and CEOI in effect.

c. Suppl ies and Services: Unit SOP.

• joz_ • -A.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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As has been stated , it is assumed that the mechanics of REALTRAIN are not a
problem , and that exercises fulfill all the basic requirements of engagement simulation methods
as described in the Training Circular text.

The training manager should set up a simple but organized framework for maintain-
ing a daily record of indicators of unit performance relative to the stated training objectives for
the exercise. A suggested sample format to organize day-by-day performance observations is
given in Form A, which follows.

The utility of this (or a similar) format for recording unit performance observations
as a manag ement tool can be illustrated by the following worked-out example , which is tied in
with the other sample mate rial s in this Annex. You will recall that a previous example was
given of a daily training plan (for the first exercise involving the combined arms team as well
as a cavalry platoon). It was noted also in that section tha t the training manager should develop
such a plan for every exercise . The example which follows involves a performance analysis, on
Form A, of the actions of both platoons on the second exercise of the plat oon phase of training.
The training plan for that day is not shown, but it involved Movement to Contact and Zone
Reconnaiss ance missions for the two cavalry units , with a focus on basic formations and planning
procedures. (The objectives are shown on the summary sheets.) Third Platoon showed major
deficiencies in terrain appreciation, primarily in effectiveness of overwatching fields of fire. The
casualty record and AAR discussion brought out that overwatching MSSls should have destroyed
four enemy vehicles, but due to poor placement they were only able to take one APC under
effective fire. Therefore, the next day’s plan will be modified to increase emphasis on over-
watching fires , and a remedial terrain ride will be conducted in the interim.

The Performance Summary for First Platoon shows some deficiencies in communica-
tion of battl efield information , but these are not deemed to be serious enough to warrant modi-
fication of the plan. However , remedial counseling of leaders on planning and reporting is given
in the evening prior to the next exercise.

The original plan for the following day (Day 3) is shown next , followed by an illustra-
tion of how the troop comman der would modify and adjust that plan based on the Form A
record from Day 2. In this case, no real major chang es were required, but some minor adjust-

• ments were made to the exercise control process, to sharpen its relevance to unit training needs.
Similar uses would be made of each day ’s performance recor ds.

i t L



FORM A
DAILY TRAINING MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE II*IMARY -

Laud. No. 01

(eb.ck on.) 0 Grssi Force: Co.poido.: 
______________

0 Brown Force: Composition:___________________ MbaIon:~~
List each xucba objsctlve below. (U.. back If n.cs.aiy.) Not. pertinent upsets of pusfosmmc, for eachobjective, you or oths., ebssnnd thom, or or they ~~ve isco,d.d ned ~~ uend in the ML

Ttsiaing Obj. cth~e1:_______________________________________________

Psr~ omence Dsc4tlos:____________________

Training Objective 2:~~~
Perfoi’s-co ~~~d,don:_____________________

Trainbig Obje~thi 3:________________________________________________

P~~~~~~~ Ds~ 4t1os:____________________

Semm~y of Major Ddk~m~&,,

~ oppm Action Rscom.smdado. (check one) -

0 Continue propom uacban .d

0 ContInue pro~~~ ~4th the following modifIcations

Immediate rem.dW tiolaing actions or recommendations:____________________________________

Other Comment.:

Preporedby : L.4~ w~dby:______________

_ _ _ _ _  
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FORM A

DAILY TRAINING MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Exercise No. ~2 of 
~ Dets: -

(check one) 0 Green Force: Composition:________________ Mission:____________

~~ Brown Force: Composition : ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ Mission:______________

Ust each exercl objective below. (Use back If necessary.) Note pertinent aspects of performance for each
objective, a. you or others observed them, or as they nero recorded and discumed In the AAL

Training Objective 1: ~~~ ,. -
~~~ p i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ /  ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~

Performance Description: .~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ x.../ .~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 4/ ~~~~~~_/
~~~~~~t.. -

• ~~
.• ., ‘~~~~~ / J#2~~ .r-

’ _~~~~~~~~~ i2~~Z. ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 
- •

. 
.

— A - —. , ~••
, 4411ø;t:•~ 

1. d~.d1’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Training ObJective 2: ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ -- 1~~’2)-~~ Z’~y~i~~~ d.AZa.v ~Lhvi~—’
Performance Description: ~J ~~~~~~~~~ - 1. S~~~~~ r ~~~~ ig.) ~~~*‘/~~~ i~~L~~ L~~~~~ ~~~~

-‘~~ )~~Jt~ J 4)i0f ~ - ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~L 4 /  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4I.4t~.... ~~~~~~~~~~ .
~ 4 L.~-

TZD$OW.CtIVS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ) :

Performance ~secrIpi1om: ~~ z4d~’ a#i~ 3~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ sIL~~ I.~~a~/
~~~~~~~~~~ ‘Z~C*’ t 4~.L#A ~~~ ~~~~a~~a/i. 53 

~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ -‘

~~~~~~~~

--

~

-“ -

~~- _I ~ & ~ -, _.i.i ~ ~~~~~~ 
2!’i .~~ 4’/ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~

Summary of Major Deficiencies: ‘-- .~~- -~_~ ~~‘2 ~~
~~~~~~ ~~~~— - ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ SS~� Ei.&fr / —~r 

- -

Propam Action Recommendation (check one)

0 Continue program unchanged

Cont inue prngrsm with th. following modifIcations

Immediate remed~d iam bi1 actions or recommendations: A A  ~~~~~~~~~~~ 11 ~~ J ~4~~
I ~~ /~ AA?O~ ,L ~~~~ “~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~k*L.~ ~~zz~ ’. ~~~~~ ~

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~,4 #i~1Littl&J..

Other Comments : ~4, .~~~~ ~~~~~ 4.lP-~~~~~~ ~~~~ c.~.J,i~t44~’~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~ .
• 

~~~~~~~~ t~~~ ~~~~ AJ~~
’
~~~~~

_ 
~~~~~-,r~~~) ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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‘
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FORM A
DAILY TRAINING MANAGEM ENT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Exercise No. £~ of £~ Date: (fl~~~~~ — 
r-1

(thick one) (Ø’ Green Force: Composition: I ~~~Pk4c~~. Mbeien:_f fT~~..
0 Brown Force: Composition:___________________ M~~on: —

List each exercise objective below. (Use back If aw-essaiy.) Note pertinent aspects of perfonnsuoe for each
objective, a. you or others observed them, or as they were recorded and discussed In the hAL.

Training Objec tive I: ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ T~-42 ~~~~~~~~~Performance Description: ~? JL.?rL ~~~~~~ .
~
2. i.~I- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~7’ ‘~~~~~~ ‘-i-~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~— ~~~~~~~~~~ I~~~~~~~~~~ j  

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Training Objective 2: i~~~~~~~27i ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 

—

Performance Description: L7 - l41~~~~ .~2A~~, ~~~~ ~~~~~ 4~~ j~~ 14~ii I
~ 1~4~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~4...A , ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ .~~~~~ i~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~ -c~J ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~

Training Objective 3: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a~~’2 ~~h - ~~

- 
_1~~. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~i .

Major Dsfldend~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Program Action Recommendation (check one)
• 0” ContInue program unchanged

0. Continue program with the following modifications

Immediate remedial training actioa. or recommendations: 4~ . ~~~t q~~~~d~~ 7 g
~~~~ ,’-~~~~~~~ Z~~j  ~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~-- -‘~

• A~i F - -~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~r~~~~~/  ~ AIra/9~~4I~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~
Other Comments:______________________________________________________

Prepared by: ,~ ,t.L4.~~ IL 77X ~C? Reviewed

DIl L S 1~A(~5 I~S B$S T ~UAIa 1T1 FRAGX~~~~4
Fk~)n cOFY P%at*1S~~ D Do 11)0 
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ORIGINAL EXERCISE PLAN

Platoon Exercise Phase, Day 3, AM

I. Ex rciseObjectives

• A. Platoons demonstrat e abil ity to conduct a thorough reconnaissance In accordance
with the OPORD.

‘a-B. Platoons demons trate sound use of terrain , cover , concealment and search techniques
to detect and avoid detection.

C. Platoons demonstrate accurate , complete reporting In accordance with unit SOP.

• D. Platoons continue to demonstrate proper use of basic formations, particularly over
watch, and sound troop leading procedures.

2. Unit Task Organization : Two TO&E Minored Cavalry Platoons

3. Unit Missions

A. First Platoon —Area reconnaissance , as part of notional squadro n reconnaissance
mission. (Frag order attached.)

B. Third Platoo n—Stationary flank screen as part of notional squadron mission to pro-
vide Division security. (Frag ord er attached.)

4. FIxed Control Conditions

Exerc ise area boun dar ies as shown on overlay (Range Map A; 1:50,000). Platoons
RON in assembly areas as shown. Third Platoo n leader is given order for stationa ry flank screen
one hour before BMNT, screening to be effective 34 hour after BMNT. Screening sector and
phase lines shown on overlay . First Plato on leader Is given order at BMNT for area reconna is-
sance (area identical to that containing screen), reconna issance to commence one hour after

I 
_ _ _ _  
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BMNT , reconnaissance to be completed by 1200. Checkpoints and phase lines established as
means of contr ol. A troop TOC is established to serve as higher headquarters to both platoons. •

S. Variable Control Conditions

A. Each platoo n leader will be given an intelligence report of air surveillance one hour
after BMNT.

• (1) First Platoon will be told of Third Platoon ’s movement Into exercise area and
up to screen position.

(2) Third Platoon will be told of enemy mechanized and armor at First
Platoon ’s locat ion .

B. Senior controllers will, after first contact , arrange for a “defector ” (intelligence
• specialist from Squadron 5-2 section) to surrender to the other side with documents

and informat ion of ur gent but very limited time value.

6. Senior controllers will focus att ention on unit performance capability in the following
areas:

• A. Thorough reconnaissance-Do the elements of the platoon have plans and coordina-
tion to insure that entire area Is covered without redundancy or confUsion? Is this
accomplishe d?

B.. Use of terrain , cover , concealment and search techniques. Is the screening force
situated to detect the enemy early , avoid detection and do responsibilities and• methods of search provide complete , efficient non-overlapp ing coverage of the
area?

C. Is required information reported in a timely manner , In complete, correct format?
In particular, what information was reported as a result of the defector?

• D. Do the plato ons use formation s and tactics suitab le to the mission, terrain and
threat? In part icular , what use was made of the reported locations of the opposing
force?

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ v—
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information and Fragmentary Order to be Given to
First Platoon Ip,4,r at 0542 (5~ Hour Before BMNT), Day 3, AM

1. SItuation

• a. Background: Twenty-ninth Division, to which the squadron Is attach ed, has moved
Into Boondock to assist In protect ing the country ’s border after revolution In a neighboring
country and formation there of an aggressive Peoples’ Republic of Runtanla. A task force, •

which indudes C Troop, has been directed to determi ne what overt Rwltanlan presence may• exist In the border province of Out er Wayback, where we are now located.

b. Enemy: The Rur itan lan Army has major armor and mechanized forces located In its
neighboring province of Over Dere which can cross the border Into the largely unoccupied and
completely undefend ed territory of Outer Wayb ack. These would be modern, well-trained
forces, largely equipped with U.S. equipment and many of them trained In the U.S. We have
hopes that some of them with that background may defect to our side when given the oppor~tunlty and could be very usefUl to us.

c. Friendly: C Troop has been directed to extend reconnaissance from the present
limit of U.S. activity, PL Miller (which Is the LD for this exercise) to the Ruritanlan border,PL Bud,on the overiay. ThIrd Brip eisoccupying the area to the southof pLBud and omreinforc In24 houn, but other than that there~~~no~~~~~ly w.Jts In the~~~~ We ars
dependent on our organic Indirect fire weapons.

2. MissIon : FInt Platoon will conduct reconnaIssance In zone.

3. Execution

a. Concept of Operati on: Reconnaissance activity north of PL Miller will commence
0630 (stay out to avoid confUsing aerial reconna issance before that period). Second Platoon(notional ) will be on right and Third Pla toon (notional) on Left. You should have extended
your reconnaissance to the border (PL Bud) by 1200. On no account is anyone to cross
PL Bud. Be prepared to set up surveillance operations along Bud. Emphasis Is on Informa-
tion. While you may engage any Ru ritan jan forces In Boondock , you should seek to avoiddetec tion and especially decisive engagement. Be sure your reconnaissance Is thorough as anyRu rha nian presence, however slight , Is Important.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _  -
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b. Coordlnatl agl.stnjctjo s: . -

~ 

• ‘-

(I ) Report pa~ age of all phase fl~~5 
- 

-

(2) No fires are to be placed across P1.. Bud. Any indirect fires withIn 1,000 -
•

meters of PL Bud require brigad e approval .

• (3) Current SO! and CEO ! In effect.

c. - Eiaendal ~1ements of Information:

(1) What enemy forcesInthe~~,,?
(2) What are their activities?

4. Service/Support: Defectors/POWs to be evacuated through Trocp CP, WY 012345.

I • • 
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Information and Fragmentary Order to be Given to
Third Platoon Leader at 0512 (One Hour Before BMNT), Day 3, AM

1. SItuation

a. Badcground: You are a member of the Army of the Peoples’ Republic of Rwitanla,
which aspires to overthrow the government of neighboring Federation of the Boondocks. The
Boondockians have, however, gotten U.S. assistance, including $ U.S. division to help protect
their borders. A decision has been made to test this force with a take over of the remote and
presently unoccupied province of Outer Wayba ck (whose border Is shown as phase line Red on
your overlay). This will be done with an attack scheduled to begin at dawn tomorrow , 25 hours
from now and reconnaissance elements have been ordered to take up screening positions across
the border on PL Purp le to prevent observation of the movement to the border.

b. Enemy: There has been no U.S. presence as of yesterday In Outer Waybac k, though
they could move in at any time. The Boondockian constabulary and population has fled the
border area. U.S. forces are dedicated , well-trained and equipped much as ourselves. We have
sympathi zers among the Boondockjan elements who would accompany them and, therefore,
should be alert to receive any such defectors.

c. Fr iendly forces: ThIs troop Is to screen the deployment of the Fifteenth Mechanized
Rifle Division Into attack formation along FL Red. They will pass through our lines at 0600
tomorrow morning. However, we can not expect any support from them in maintaining our
screen. First Platoon (notion al) on your left , Second Platoon (notional) on your right.

2. Mission: Establish screen on FL Purple NLT 0630. No enemy elements to be permitted
to pene rate to FL Red .

3. Execution

a. Concept of Operation: Third Platoon will make maximum use of terrain, cover, con-cealmen t , long-range direct fires and organic indirect fires to disperse and destroy enemy recon-
naissance forces ahead of PL Purple. Delay and alternate defense position will be established
and used as necessary to preven t any enemy penetration to FL Red.

• b. Cootdlnadnj lnstnactions:

(1) Radio silence (listening watch) south of FL Red until first contact with U.S.
elements.

L • .  —-- -—— ______ - — • - . • - -- • •. - - - -• •— - — -• — - - -  
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(2) Repott any penetration of FL Purple.

(3) Cunent SOP and CEO! In effect.

c. Fasutial F pn,i,~ of Infonuslion:

(1) Wha t U.S. forces are In the area?

(2) Wha t a,e their activities?

4.. BepplI. ~~d Services: Detainees and POWs to be evacuated to floop C? at WY 012345.

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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EXERCISE PLAN WITh
FIELD MODIFICATION S FRO M DAY OBSERVA TIONS

Platoon Exercise 3, Day 3, AM

1. ExercIs e Objectives .

A. Platoons demonstrate ability to conduct a thorough reconnaissance In accordance
with the OPOR D.

B. Platoons demonstrate sound use of terrain , cover, concealment and search techniques
to detect and avoid detection.

C. Platoons demonstrate accurate , complete reporting in accordance with unit SOP.

D. Platoons continue to demonstrate proper use of basic formations, particularly over.
watch, and sound troop leading procedu res. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J ~~’I~~~~~~~~

__
4A .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2. UnIt Task Org anization: Two TO&E Armored Cavalry Plat oons F

3. Unit Misslons

A. First Platoon—Area reconnaiss ance, as part of notion al squadr on reconnaissance
mission. (Frag order attached.)

B. . Third Platoon—Stationary flank screen as part of notional squadron mission to pro-
vide Division security. (Frag order attach ed.) 

-

4. Fb~ed Control Conditions

Exercise area boundar ies as shown on overlay (Rang e Map A; 1 :50,000). Platoons
RON In assembly areas as shown. Third Platoon leader Is .ven order for stat ionary flank screen

~~ we~LrOne hour before BMNT. screening to be effective ½ hour after BMNT. Screening sector and
~~~ ‘.4&~~, phase lines shown on overlay . First Platoon leader Is given order at BMNT for area reconnals-

sance (area identical to that containi ng screen), reconnaissan ce to commence on. hour after.
•~— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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BMNT , reconnaissance to be completed by 1200. O~eckpoints and phase lines established asmeans of control. A troop TOC s establ ished to serve as higher headquarters to both platoons.

5. %
‘Varia ble Control Conditions

V,
~~~~

)
~ /~t~4aci~ platoon leader will be given an intelligence report of air surv eillance one houri~ - V ~~ j ,J~fter 3MNT.

I f  TV
(1) First Platoon will be told of Third Platoon ’s movement into exercise area and f I

up to screen position. _ _  

_
ç ~~5P

’

1
k (2) Third Plat oon will be told of enemy mechanjzetl and ann,or at Fltst

Platoo n’s location. ~~~~‘ ‘
~~~~

-

B. Senior controller, will, after first contact , arrange for a “defector ” (Intelligence 
•specialist from Squadron S-2 section) to surrender to the other side with documents

- and Informa tion of urgent but very limited time value .
• ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ J41.44L4r.... ~4’;• c. h~4.mcJ’.3 

,~~~~~~ *‘

ci4~~O L~~~4~ 90 ‘~f ~~~~~~~~~~~6. SenIo, controllers will focus attention on unit performance capability n the followingareas/))

Thorough reconnaissance_Do the elements of the platoon have plans and coordlna-• ‘~‘ ~ tion to insure that entire area is covered without redundancy or cos1Usic~? Is thisaccomplished? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1,
~~Y J I. Use of terrain, cover, concealment and searc h techniq ues. Is the screening force/j  ~

) situated to detect the enemy early, avoid detection and do responsibilities andft methods o search provid e comPlete, effici .non-overlapp ~~~~~ of the• area? s~~ ‘~ ‘~“~~~
‘

~~
‘ ~~~~~~~~~~

C.. Is require d Information reported in a timely manner , in complete, corr ect format ?In partj ciij aj, what Information was reported as a result of the defector?

D. Do the platoons use f~~patlons and tactics suitab le to the mission, terrain and ¶threat? In p*” ..~dai7~vhat use was mad e of the repor ted locations of the opposingforce?

,6 ~~~~~~~~~~~

T
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Information and Fragmentary Or der to be Given to
First Platoon Leader aLO641 (/~ Hou r -BsIu r i(BMNr ). Day 3. AM

1 SItuation

a. Backgr ound : Twenty- ninth Division, to which the squadron is attached , has moved
into Boondock to assist in protecting the count ry’s border after revolution in a neighboring
country and formation there of an aggressive Peoples’ Repub lic of Ruritan ia. - A task force ,
which inclu4es C Troop , has been dir ected to determ ine what overt Ruritanian presence may
exist in the border province of Outer Wayback , where we are now located.

b. Enemy: The Rumanian Army has major armor and mechanized forces located in its
neighboring prov ince of Over Dere which can cross the borde r into the largely unoccupied and
complet ely undefen ded territory of Outer Wayback. These would be modem, well-trained
forces , largely equipped with U.S. equipment and many of them trained in the U.S. We have :~hopes that some of them with that background may defect to our side when given the oppor-
tun ity and could be very useful to us. j

c. Friendly: C Troop has been directe d to extend reconnaissance from the present
limit of U.S. activi ty, P1. Miller (which is the LD for this exercise) to the Rumanian border,
PL Bud , on the overlay. Third Brigade is occupying the area to the south of P1. Bud and can
reinforce in 24 hours , but other than that , there are no friendly units in the area.. We are
depende nt on our organic indirect fire weapon s.

2. Mission: First Platoon will conduct reconnaissanc e in zone.

3. Execution

a. Concept of Operation: Reconnaissa nce activi ty north of P1. Miller will commence
06i (~~~~~ j. to avoid confusing aeri al reconnaissance befor e that period). Second Platoon

“ (notional) will be on right and Third Platoon (notion al) on left. You should have extended( your reconnaissa nce to the border (PL Bud) by 1 200. On no account is anyone to cross
P1. Bud. Be prepared to set up surv eillance operations along Bud. Emphasis is on informa- :

• 
- -

ti on. While you may engage any Rumani an forces in Boondock, you should seek to avoid
detection and especially decisive engage ment. Be sure your reconnaissan ce is thorough as any\ Ruritanian presence, however slight, is Importa nt. ,-

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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b. Coordi nating Instructions:

( 1) Report passage of all phase lines F
V 7

No fires are to be placed across P1. Bud. Any indirec t fires within 1,000
meters of P1. Bud require brigade approv al .

(3) Current SO! and CEOI in effect.

c. Essential Elements of Infoniiatjon: -:
(I ) What enemy forces in the area?

(2) What are their activities? -

4. Service/Support: DefectorslpOWs to be evacuated through Troop CP, WY 012345. -
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Information and Fragmentary Order to be Given to
Third Platoon Leade r at 0512 (One Hour Before BMNT) , Day 3, AM

I . Situat ion 
. L

a. Background: You are a member of the Army of the Peoples’ Republic of Ruritanla,
which aspires to overthrow the government of neighbo ring Federati on of the Boondocks. The
Boondockians have , however , gotten U.S. assistan ce, including a U.S. divisi on to help protec t
their borders. A decision has been mad e to test this force with a take over of the remote and
presently unoccupied province of Outer Wayback (whose border is shown as phase line Red on
your overlay). This will be done with an attack scheduled to begin at dawn tomorrow , 25 hou rs
from now and reconnaissance elements have been ordered to take up screening positions across
the border on P1. Purple to preven t observati on of the movement to the border.

b. Enemy: There has been no U.S. presence as of yesterday in Outer Wayback , though
they could move in at any time. The Boondockian constabulary and population has fled the
border area. U.S. forces are dedicated , well-trained and equipped much as ourselves. We have
sympathizers among the Boondocicien elements who would accompany them and , therefore,
should be alert to receive any such defectors.

c. Fr iendl y forces: This troop is to screen the depl oyment of the Fifteenth Mechanized
Rifle Division Into attac k formation along P1. Red. They will pass through our lines at 0600
tomorrow morning. However , we can not expect any support from them In maintaining our
screen. First Platoon (notional ) on your left , Second Platoon (notional) on your right.

2. Mission: Establish screen on P1. Purple NLT 0630. No enemy elements to be permitted
to penetrat e to P1. Red.

3. ExecutIon

a. Concept of Operation: Third Platoo n will make maximum use of terrain, cover, con-cealment , long-range direct fires and organic indirect fires to disperse and destroy enemy recon-
naissance forces ahead of P1. Purple. Delay and alternate defense position will be established
and used as necessary to preve nt any enemy penetration to P1. Red.

b. CoordInating Instruc tions:

• ,7~ ’ (1) Radio silence (listening wa tch) south of P1. Red until first contact with U.S.
elements.

Id e
~
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(2) Report any penetrati on of P1. F’~rple.

(3) Current SOP and CEO! in effect.

c. Essential Elements of Informat ion: 
.
.

(1) What U.S. forces are in the area?

(2) What are their activitIes?

4. SupplIes and Services: Detainees and PO’~~jo be evacuated to Troop CP at WY 012345.
,~~~~~~ ~4 5~~
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5. Program-Based Integration of Information
to Assess Unit Training Status

At the end of the two-week segment of programmed REALTRAIN exercises such as
deathbed here , the entire set of documents collected In the course of the program execution
should be reviewed and integrated to prov ide a basis for planning Individual and/or unit training
In garrison , local training areas, and/or the next series of engagement simulation exercises at a
platoon level. A suggested format for Integrating several days ’ work of information for this
purpose Is given In the following Form B, which has been filled In by the troop commander for
our example (a blank copy is also included for the reader’s use). The highlights of all of the
Daily Training Performance Summaries are collected and entered on this Program Summasy.
This Is an extremely useful document for planning purposes, and the entr ies on the example
are much too brief to do It justice. In actual practice, a training manager would probably list
one or two pages of specific training req uirements under each section headIng. A combination
of individual and collective training activities to meet these requirements would then be planne d
and scheduled.

L 
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FORM B

PROGRAM BASED TRA1NU~G DIAGNOSTIC SU~O4ARY

~~t: L~ c~~
19 a.— Dsssç /4 ~~~~~

Pispsssd by: ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __

PLATOON LEVEL: MAJOR DEFICIENCIES AND PROPOSED ACflONS

1st Plato..: ~~~e~~j 4  ~/ .L.~ i ~~~~ 4I~~~~~~~I

’ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
—

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~‘4.&

2nd Plato.s:~~~ 4 
4

1
a 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ VA~.. ’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~? 
~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~r~~d I Z . .4~..s’- -~~~~~~~~ — — ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~-.) —

‘tahrJr.g ~~ esssssI~~t$aes ~P1.~~- ~~~-~-- ~~~~~. ~-p(?~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I 4~~~~~4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~

- ~~., 4J~~~ -~ 2 ~~ £~L M~’
1

3rd Platoos: 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 4~~ 

-

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ “
Training P9)—-- d11$o.s: ~~~~~~~~~~ , i~~~” ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ... L. ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~ ,. ~~~~f’ L. - ,mJ~a9M/ft L~iL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ p. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SQUAD/SECTION LEVEL: MAJOR DEFICIENCIES AND PROPOSED ACTIONS

L ~~~~ sp.cmc qnaà~use~~~ appiopsiuss)

L 

I ~~~7~~~,2A~~~~J -#~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
~~~~~~~~~

. 
~~~~~~~ L4~~~~~ ( -:

~.J~~
1J_ (

~7• ~ ,...d.. ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~- : ~~~-

INDIVIDUAL/CREW LEVEL: MAJOR DEFICIENCIES AND PROPOSED ACTiONS
(Ideath)’ upselfie IndMdual, or crews If appispr~ ts)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
y~~) ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~
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FORM B

PROGRAM-BASED TRAINING DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY

t~~t:~~~ Due.:_______________
Puspusd by:______________

PLATOON LEVEL: MAJOR DEFICIENCIES AND PROPOSED ACTiONS
lit Plato..:

Tm~Mg sea-urnd $.us:

2nd Plato..:

Training Rscomaw.dadoos:_______________________________________________

3.d flstoos :

Th ing Rse~..udith:~~

SQUAD/SECTION LEVEL: MAJOR DEFICIENCIES AND PROPOSED ACIIONS
(IdeatIt5~ upsdAc sq ads/asceloss If appropriuls)

INDIVIDUAL/CREW LEVEL: MAJ OR DEFICIENCIES AND PROPOSED ACTiONS
(Identify specific IndMduals or crews if appropsints)

‘7/
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